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Bias' message powerful
By Karen Hamilton
In a dynamic speech Sunday

Lonise Bias during her presentation on Sunday night. (Ben
Frazier phot_o)

talking with students about
drugs, alcohol, family, hope and
love with a fervor she believes
is the only way of tacklling
problems.
Using lyrics from Whitney
Houston's song "The Greatest
Love of All" and Michael Jackson's video "Bad," Bias related
how young people are haunted
by peer pressure, but can and
should be strong enough to take
~ srnnd for what they believe

night, Lonise Bias, mother of
the late Len Bia's, warned a
variety of high school students,
UNH students and parents
about making responsible decisions regarding alcohol, drugs
and personal happiness.
Len Bias was an all-American
basketball standout at the University of Maryland, who, just
two days after being drafted by
the Boston Celtics, died of rn .
"Opinions are like noses,
cocaine intoxication in June of
everyone has one," Bias said.
1986.
Bias, a born again beliver of
The presentation was part of
twelve years, said it was her son
UNH's substance abuse prowho showed her that music,
gram for student athletes. Dave
both gospel and rock, do nothing
O'Connor, direcror of support
services for the division of more than tell a story. According
to Bias, music can relay a powathletics and recreation, was
erful message and that is why
responsible for the program
she uses music to get students .
which will have speakers scheattention and for them to see
duled yearly.
themselves.
Rather than dwelling on the
Having been described as
negative aspects of her son's
abnormally enthusiastic, Bias
death, Bias believes he exemsaid, the only way to counter act
plifies why it is important to
negative peer pressure is to be
consider your own decisions and
as equally as intense as the
how they affect those around
.pressure itself. According to
you.
"Len Bias has done more in· · Bias, the "just say no" campaign
is a weak attempt to treating
death than he could have ever
the symptoms, not the cause.
done in life," Bias said. "In death
"No one is willing to get to
he will be the link in freedom
the root of the problems ... and
to make choices in your beautiful
the root of the prob lems are
lives."
oneself and the decisions one
Bias spends much of her time
has to m~~e," Bias said.
travelling around the country

According to Bias, making the
right choices and considering
all the consequences is what
personal happiness is all about,
but, Bias yelled to the crowd of
400, '·'You don't have the guts
to stand up and say, 'I don't want
to do it!' "
Bias' message was focused not
only on the use of drugs, but also
the importance of the family,
and its values, and the importance of self-love.
"We try hard to please those
around us, but how many times
do we please ourselves," Bias
said.
Acceptance by peers is based
on wearing the right name
brand clothes, carrying your
backpack on one shoulder rather
than two and, in some cases,
whether you do drugs, according
to Bias.
"When can you stop and say
is this good for me? It's good
to be with the group, but you
have to know when to turn off,"
Bias said.
Pleasure and happiness are
two separate things, Bias said .
"Ninety percent of chose things
you work for bring pleasure, but
pleasure passes away," Bias said,
"but if you work fqr chose things
that bring happiness you will
have self-love."
According _co Bias, the deci- _

UNH library is a
NEASC concern
By Erika Randmere
The New England Association of Schools and Colleges'
(NEASC) Commission on Institutions of Higher Learning,
upon finding that progress has
been achieved in improving
equipment, facilities and technical support for instruction and
research, has accepted UNH's
Five Year Interim report.
However, the NEASC did
state that UNH must improve
library space and deferred maintenance.
Within the next five years
UNH must make some progress
in areas of concern to the
commission, however, it is not
in jeopardy of losing its accreditation, said Amy Lezberg, associate director of the NEASC.
It is important that the university supports the library
because this concern existed
during the last review by the
NEASC in 1983, according to
Lezberg.
UNH will come before the
commission in the fall of 1993
for review aga; .1, Lezberg said.
The NE ~. .:,C is an accrediting
agency for 200 institutions of
higher education in the New
England region.
Institutions are given a maximum time of ten years for
review. UNH is taking advantage of this time span to make
some progress. However, for
that length of time UNH was
, • •I • requ~red to submit ..a- ~ -y..e.ar ~

intenm plan.
The plan is a "general report
on what is new and any major
changes," Lezberg said.
During the evaluation, the
17 member commission requested the institution pay
attention to particulars, Lezberg
said. The commission looks at
the institution and whether or
not it is in flux and has issues
that need to be addressed.
According to Lezberg, institutions are visited by peers and
judged on how carefully they
follow standards. In cases of
extreme negligence, the commission will place an institution
on probation or remove its
status as a member of the
NEASC.
The commission first looks
at the mission of an institution.
It then reviews the institution's
financial resources, students,
facilities and faculty to see if
UNH's library also suffers from
it is able to carry out its mission,
Lezberg said.
The library, one concern to Katz said.
"Seating is not good," Katz
the NEASC, "needs space relief," according to University said, "It looks like a cafeteria,
you can't study like that."
Librarian Ruth Katz.
The newest part of the library
The university is "out of space
now and doesn't fullfil accre- is 20 years old. "UNH has
d at ion standards of the recognized chat lighting isn't _
- adequate," Katz said, "however
NEASC," Katz said.
Problems with the current no money is available to re-do
state of the library include its it."
"Universities are very seninability to seat even 1/3 of the
student population. There exists sitive to reports of the accredno storage space, and there are iting team," Katz said. To Katz's
no .small .g.roup ..study rooms know ledge UNH has not re- _

cramming. (Bryan Lyons photo)
leased in public statements to
NH state legislation about the
report.
"The university could use the
accrediting report as an example
to the legislation as _to why we
need money," Katz said. "1993
is very close," said Katz, "in ·
some areas UNH has not made
much progress."
Katz who sits on the President and Deans' Councils has
not heard the report brought
up at meetings.

University President Gordon
Haaland, who is out of town,
was unavailable for comment.
The library however is in the
best location for an expanded
building, according to Katz.
"100,000 square feet is needed,"
said Katz.
The largest amount of space
the library can recover is from
media services, located on the
bQ!_!Om level of the library. It
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Hamm ond and Rose reflect on their year in office
By Terri Danisevich
Wendy Hammond and Mike
Rose believe their one year term
as student body president and
vice president has proven their
success as a team.
After running on a platform
that encouraged the advancement of equality and diversity,
perhaps the most notable accomplishment of their term,
with the help of student senator
Alexandra Weill; is the recent
establishment of an exchange
program between UNH and the
Pedagogical Institute of Foreign
Study in Piatigorsk, Russia .
According to Rose, this was a
program they had promised.
In fact, perhaps because qf
Hammond and Rose's beliefs
in varied interests, an increased
diversity of students was seen
involved in the student senate.
Louise Proctor, a member of
COCA, (Committee on Central
America), said she had been
"pleased to see that someone
so much of an activist as Wendy
getting elected."
Although the bill for the
observation of Martin Luther
King day in New Hampshire
failed, Hammond has also been
praised for her excellent job in
rallying UNH support. Felicia
Lopez, a senior believes,
"Wendy Hammond has done
more than anyone else to mobilize the student body ... and I've
been here five years."
Hammond and Rose were
also instrumental in guaranteeing a non-voting position for
a UNH student on the Durham
Town Council for imput for in ..

such matters as the unrelated
persons ordinance. Other attempts to place a student on the
council in recent years had
failed, primarily because of the
inability of a UNH student to
be voted into the position by
Durham town residents. By a
new agreement with the town,
a student elected by the UNH
student body will be able to
occupy the position. In the
future, Hammond and Rose
hope the seat will be turned into
a voting position.
Hammond was also involved,
along with Senate members Liz
Delucia and Steve Roderick in
implementing a new "minicourse", dealing with different
social and academic issues, that
would be required for all new·
freshmen.
An enhanced relationship
between the administration and
the Student Senate over the year
was noted. This was in-part
developed with bi-weekly meetings of Hammond and Rose
with with the Dean of Students,
Gregg Sanborn, and occasional
conferences with UNH President Gordon Haaland.
According to Rose, a consequence of this was Haaland's
interest in working with the
Student Senate to prevent future
controversies, such as the conversion of two floors of Stoke
Hall to office space last year.
Larry Donovan, Student Senate Business Manager, said
Hammond and Rose have been
instrumental in "establishing
the Student Senate as the voice
of the· student bo1y."

Wendy Hammond and Mike Rose look back over the year. (photo by Emily Kelemen)
Mike Desmarais, chairperson · approved, he was upset that President, criticized Hammond
of the student life council, now Haaland wasted so much time. and Rose for their lack of
running for the position of Hammond, a member of the Ad support for the the proposed
Student Body President, praised Hoc committee who reccom- recreational facility. He said
Hammond and Rose for their mended an alternate site, was "students last year voted for the
efforts in the initial steps of suprised by Haaland's final recreational facility, whether
improved communications with decision to build the dorm in they, (Hammond and Rose),
Haaland. He believes, however, the original site beyond A-Lot. agreed with it or not, it was still
a harder line should have been She found the whole process to their duty co push for what
students wanted."
taken. "We can't let him, (Haa- be "very suspect."
Although Hammond and
Desmarais, who believed Haaland), push us around."
Both Hammond and Rose land allowed the Ad Hoc com- Rose urged the formation of a
believe Haaland acted in an mittee to "set up to say he did student referendum policy for
inappropriate manner in decid- the right thing," said Hammond important issues, Chris Sterning on the location of the new and Rose should have taken a dale, the student body vice
presidential running mate of
dorm site. Although Rose was harder stand in the decision.
a
also
Yfantopulos,
George
satisfied that a location for
YEAR, page 8
needed housing_ was finally candidate for Student Body
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NEWS IN. BRIEF
· Haitian coup suppresse d
Sunday in Port-Au Prince, Haiti, the government
said it foiled an attempt by rebel army officers to
overthrow Lt. Gen. Prosper Avril. U.S. officials
said loyal soldiers apparently rescued Avril as he
was being driven away to be deported.
A government communique read over state-run
television said "certain officers besieged" the palace
"and attempted to overthrow the government."
Earlier, sources in Haiti said military commanders
had ousted the 6-month-old government. It would
have been the third coup in this Caribbean country
in less than a year.
The communique did not explain how the plot
was suppressed but said "Lt. Gen. Prosper Avril
is in control of the situation and guarantees peace
in the stree~s and the security of life and property."

Ship captain
admits drinking
The captain of the Exxon Valdez_ admitted
drinking on board the tanker before 1t rammed
a reef, investigators allege.
When the first investigator on the scene of the
nation's worst-ever oil spill boarded the vessel and
asked Capt. Joseph Hazelwood what th~ probl_em
was, he replied, "I think you' re looking at 1t,"
according to court documents.
The documents were filed in support of an arrest
warrant issued for the captain Friday on state
misdemeanor charges of operating a ship while
under the influence of alcohol, reckless endangerment and negligent discharge of oil. Hazelwood
remained at large Sunday as investigators continued
to look for the cause of the spil, which now covers
an area the size of Rhode Island.

·up in smoke

Over 20,000 attend
abortion rights rally
At least 20,000 people marched through downtown San Francisco Sunday in an abortion rights
demonstration that organizers called the largest
gathering ever held by abortion activists in the
San Francisco Bay Area. Police estimated the crowd
at 20,000, but organizers of the "March for Women's
Lives" said that more than 30,000 people participated
in the march and rally at City Hall. The march,
which was expected to attract supporters from as
far away as Oregon and Washington state, was held
in conjunction with an April 9 abortion rights rally
in Washington, D.C.

Justice Departmen t
releases 3-year study
Nearly 63 percent of the inmates released from
state prisons are re-arrested for a serious crime
within three years, according to a Justice Department
study.
The department's Bureau of Justice Statistics
examined the criminal records of more than 16,000
men and women who were among 109,000 offenders
released from the prisons of 11 states in 1983.
It found that by the end of 1986, about 62.5 percent
of the former inmates had been re-arrested for a
felony or serious misdemeanor, that 47 percent
had been convicted of a new crime and 41 percent
had been sent back 'to· prison or jail.
Acting Bureau Director Joseph M. Besset~e said
the report, released Sl!.nday, represented "the most
comprehensive and detailed ... recidivism study
-ever.conducted.''
'

.

.

As Michigan won its way Saturday into the
national championship basketball game, a blue cloud
of pot smoke drifted over the university campus
at Ann Arbor, as about ll"-000 students took part
in the 19th annual ~ash Bash rally for the
legalization of mariju na. Nobody was arrested,
but 15 people got ticket for possession of marijuana,
a misdemeanor carryin a $5 fine, said Ann Arbor
police Capt. Gary Kist a. Many of the assemblage
were denim-clad and h ffed and puffed on homemade smokes as speakers told the crowd that
marijuana should be legalized. Behind them stretched
a banner with golden arches that read: "Marijuana.
Over 10 Billion Stoned." The event has become
an April Fools' Day tradition, Kistka said.

Use of illegal drugs
on the rise in N.H.
State police say the use of illegal drugs appears
to be on the rise in New Hampshire.
A new report shows the State Police Laboratory
analyzed considerably more drug samples in the
second half of last year than in the first half, Safety
Commissioner Richard Flynn said.
Flynn said the laboratory analyzed a record 1,220
samples of marijuana in the second half of 1988,
up 30 percent from the 941 samples tested in the
first six months of last year. . ·
Flynn also said 17 percent more cocaine was seized
in the second half, from 416 to 486 seizures. The
number of heroin seizures increased from 15 to
24, a 60 percent increase while the number of
hallucinogen seizures doubled from 22 to 44 from
the first half of last year to the second .
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Violence begets
violence says prof
By Barb Briggs
Slap. I'm going to teach you
not to play with matches. Spank.
You're going to learn not ro bite
your brother. Swat. This will
be the last thing you steal.
Paddle.
Spanking is violence.
Yet according to research
· conducted by Murray Straus,
sociology professor, founder and
co-director of the Family Research Lab at UNH, spanking
or some other form of corporal
punishment is the preferred
method of discipline of 90 % of
parents of small children.
Theories about child development were introduced by
Freud in the early 1900s and
there is strong evidence that,
"Character behavior at 5 may
be unchanged at 55 ," Straus said.
Children who are taught by
being spanked teach their own
children the same way.
Straus' studies indicate the
unspoken message a child learns
when spanked, slapped, paddled
or shaken is that violence is OK.
"The family is the place we
first learn about violence. Who
else hits an infant? Children
learn that love and violence go
together.. ..Moreover they learn
that since by and large it's done
by loving, good parents - 'for
the child's own good,' that's not
just a cliche - the child learns
that hitting is morally right,"
said Straus.
In a 1975 study done with
Richard Gelles, Straus found the
more spanking parents did, the
more likely children were to
attack a sibling. Men who were
spanked most as children, were
twice as likely to have hit their
wives. Other studies showed
high school seniors in NH were
more likely to hit someone in
their families if they themselves
had been hit.
Family violence occurs in all
American classes and socioeconomic subgroups but occurs
with_dis_proportionate fre9.uency

in inner city slums. It isn't the
simple fact of being poor that
contributes to voilence, it's the
"frustration and resentment of
being poor in a rich society,"
Straus said.
A cold and hungry child is apt
to misbehave. A parent of a cold
and hungry child who cannot
provide heat and food, who was
beaten himself not so many
years ago, may· respond in the
only way he knows: Slap. Shut
up. Spank. Stop crying. Shake,
shake, shake.
The problem is not a simple
one. A researcher cannot say the
presence of one specific element
that inevitably leads to violence,
said Strauss. There are tendencies and probabilities: but there
are also exceptions.
However, there are ways · the
problem can be addressed. One
is education. Parents (people)
need to understand that there
are effective alternatives t~
spanking. Children need discipline. Doing nothing "is a
prescription for disaster," Straus
said.
Psychologists, educators and
pediatricians say good discipline
depends on several key points:
use praise and positive reinforcement for good behavior;
recognize what a child is capable
of at a given age and don't expect
him to exceed it; remove the
child (and perhaps yourself, too)
from a scene if he's misbehaving
and tempers are flaring; teach
a child that what he does has
consequences; realize that misbehavior may be a sign that a
child is upset. ·
·
Another avenue to solutions
is greater public awareness. The
reports of family violence are
·supremely depressing but the
message may not be all bad,
according to Straus. More reporting is a sign of greater
awareness and committment
and _thau=an be goo_d.
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No booze blues still playing in the MUB. (B,en Frazier photo)

Student MUB Pub is a no ·go
By Jay Kumar
There will be no alcohol in
the Memorial Union Building.
That's the edict from Dean of
Students J. Gregg Sanborn concerning the recent proposal to
bring alcohol back ro the MUB
Pub.
The "MUB Pub Club" proposa I was submitte,d to UNH
President Gordon Haaland in
January by students Eric Stites,
Bret Clemons and Elizabeth
Cote. The Club was to be a
student organization that would
hold events, for which alcohol
would be provided through
MUB catering to Club members.
Membership would be limited
to only those students, faculty
and staff who are of legal
drinking age. Members would
be issued computerized ID cards
that could be checked in the
same way meal plans are. All
members and guests would sign
a legal waiver, dismissing the
possibility of any student, employee or administrator being
named in a lawsuit should there
be a mishap.
All money used by the organization would be raised through
the n,1 n0atory membership fee.

students under 21 live on camThe Club would not be funded
by or use any Student Activity pus, 50 percent of students who
want beer on campus are under
Fee money.
In last week's letter to Stites, age 21, and only 16 percent of
Sanborn wrote, "I carefully students indicate they do not
considered the January 1989 go to the MUB because of the
MUB Club Alcohol Proposal as lack of beer. (The source of these
well as reviewed recommenda- statistics was not given.)
• Returning beer to the MUB
tions both from my staff and
t-he UNH Drug Advisory Com- at the same time the university
mittee. I submitted my conclu- needs co increase its alcohol
sions to President Haaland and education efforts sends out a
he and the President's staff mixed message to students and
support my recommendation the general public.
He also wrote, "I do support
that the proposal not be apthe concept of a place where all
proved.
Sanborn listed his reserva- elements of the university may
co-mingle without alcohol. In
1ions as follows:
• There is no valid reason to addition, I'm concerned that the
bring alcohol back to the MUB,· intent of this decision may not
given concerns about alcohol be understood and will allow
abuse, past financial problems, . the administration to be labeled
and the availability of local pubs puritanical, self-righteous, inall within easy walking distance. tolerant, and not support of
• Weaknesses of the proposal informed decision-making."
Sanborn wrote that he would
include the issuing of waivers,
self-monitoring, the "exclusive- be willing to participate in an
ness" of the club, liability, focus open dialogue about the issue
on alcohol, the use of alcohol of alc9hol in the MUB, with
as a means to promote successful students, the President and
other members of the adminprogramming. ·
• Data collected over the past istration and the Drug Advisory
shows that 89 percent of all Committee.

Police report weekend arrests
By Mary Tamer

Sociology professor Murray Straus strikes out against slapping.
(photo by Emily Kelemen)
-

A 19 year-old Exeter resident
was arrested in the MUB for the
possession of a controlled substance at Saturday night's Hard
Core Fest.
Scott Allen Milton, 19, of
Lindenshire Park, was found to
be in possession of "several hits"
of acid, according to Cheif Roger
Beaudoin of University Police.
Beaudoin said a patrolling officer had walked into a bathroom and found Milton in
possession of the drug.
Milton was released -on $500
cash bail arid is scheduled to
appear in Durham District
Court on April 25.
Freshman Erik Dodier, 18,
of James Street in Dover, was
charged with driving while
intoxicated late last week. He
wa_s r~leased on $500 personal
recognizance bail. Dodier is

scheduled to appear in Durham are scheduled to appear in
District Court on April 25.
Durham District Court on April
Police and fire personnel 25.
were called to Jessie Doe Hall
Two female students were
Sunday afternoon after a room arrested by Durham Police over
fire alarm, caused by fire
the weekend for attempting to
crackers and burning clothes, steal a street sign.
went off.
Marie Martel, and Jennifer
Paper items were also found
Romm, both 21, were charged
burning on a third floor stair- with theft and resisting arrest.
well in that dorm and the case They were each released on $400
personal recognizance bail and
is under investigation.
Bruce Sterritt, 24, and student will be arraigned in Durham
Jeffrey Sterritt, 22, were arrested District Court on April 25.
for the unlawful sale of alcohol
Over the weekend, students
after Durham Police discovered James Heggie, 20, Christine
a party at their Newmarket
Laursso, 21, and Kristine Olson,
Road residence.
21, were all arrested for disorPolice were investigating a derly conduct. Heggie was reparking problem in the area
leased on $350 personal re·cogwhen the party was found. A
nizance bail. Laursso and Olson
police spokesman said one perwere given hand citations. All
son at the party was underage,
are scheduled to appear in
and both Sterritts were later
release<ion hand citatiO_J:?-S. Th~y _ POLICE, page 5
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NTB ESP OT
In light of Food Awarene ss We~k, as a college student how do you
feel your eating habits are?

\
"I walk home to eat because the
dining hall food is so bad.
Usually I eat at the Mub for
lunch and I eat dinner at home."

"After the nutrition class I took,
my eating habits have improved."

''I think I eat way too much
junk food. Since the dining hall
food is so bad, I order out subs
and pizzas."

"Since I have had two exams in
the past two hours,my eating
habits l~tely have been pretty
bad."

Mary Jane Knoll
Tricia Baker

. John Bruder

Andy Rad/
Senior
Junior

Senior

Junior

History

Comm.

Comm.
Physics
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MEET THE CANDIDATES
SBP& SBVP
Wednesday, April 5
Wdliamson Hall 7:30pm
Thursday, April 6
Hetzel .Hall 7:30pm
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doesn't belong to the library
now Katz said.
The university operations
budget is currently being reviewed in Concord by New
Hampshire Legislation. A separate capital budget to help
the library is also being considered.
The University System of
New Hampshire requested $26
million in its capital budget.
This has now been reduced tO
approximately $9 million, according to Secretary of U niversity Systems, Arthur Grant. Of
that $9 million, $1.9 million for
the planning of a new biological
center and for planned expansion of the library at UNH; $7.5
million will go towards a new
cultural center at Plymouth
State College; $ 1.8 million for
renovations at Keene State
College; and $500,000 for life
safety and asbestos cleaning at
all branches, Grant said.
Of the $1.9 million, $400,000
will be used for new compact
shelving for the UNH library.
"It will provide relief for
storage of materials," Grant
said. The remainder of the
budget will be shared between
planning for a new biological
center and for planning needed
to remodel Spaulding as part
of the expansion of the library.
It will also include a covered
walkway between the two buildings according co Grant.
The state legislation votes on
•, the capital budget after April
13 when the NH Senate receives
final recommendation s from the
House. In May or June the
1
university will be able to let the
library know what money is
availahle. Katz hopes to hire
an architect at that time.
Katz is "trying to stay on top
of the situtation." For the library
"I personnally need an addition
and it needs to be done sooner
than when Spaulding has
space," Katz said. Expansion
does not have to wait for a new
biological center to be built Katz.
feels.
However, according to Gran·t,
library expansion will have tO
wait until the sciences are
moved from Spaulding into a
new facility.
If the library has to wait until
the biological center has been
completed, Katz guesses it
would be e_ight to ten years
before Spaulding could be l!_Sed.
There also exists the possi-

bility that shelving may not be all," said Fairchild. Biochembuilt on the upper level of istry, micro-biology, zoology,
Spaulding because of poor struc- plant sciences, botony and enture for floor loading. For this tomology would be relocated
reason an architect is needed into the new facility, vancanting
to do a study of Spaulding as well Nesmith and Spaulding.
Approximate ly 200,000
as of the surrounding environment for an addition. Concerns square feet will be required at
also exist over expansion of the an estimated $30 million, said
library into the ravine and of Fairchild. Funding, mostly from
being too close to surrounding the state will be required for
construction. Federal dollars
buildings according to Katz.
Katz would also like tO im- will also be needed, according
prove the atmosphere of the to Fairchild.
Fairchild predicts the next
library with the help of New
Hampshire artists. The library two years will be used for
also lacks public restrooms on planning.
In three to four years, Fairthe main floor which Katz finds
child hopes the next biennium
"very odd."
Limited parking in the will include money to begin
Thompson Hall lot also hurts construction on the biology
library relations as well as the building.
"I would love to see it in four
university's, according to Katz.
But that needs to be "dealt with years," Fairchild said.
The possibilty of a new buildlater," she added.
"I won't be happy until I have ing shows that this project has
a hard hat and watch the con- been given "that much priority,"
Fairchild said.
struction," said Katz.
UNH will not get $ 1.9 milDean Fairchild of Life Sciences and Agriculture said some lion for planning if the state
planning as far as general needs doesn't plan to contribute future
has been done for the new funding for construction Fairbiological center. Any specific child said.
Fairchild remains optimis.tic.
planning as to how many stories
tall the building will be, how 'There is more general support
many labs will be needed, or the for the capital budget versus the
operations budget," because
site has not been done.
The new biological building bonding, which is used as a
to replace Spaulding will be built means for paying for capital
on the west side of campus, construction, is viewed more
according to Neil Lubow, acting favorably than other methods
associate vice president for used for raising revenue.
Grant also predicts two years
academic .1ffairs, where the
university owns land that can for building, therefore allowing
four years at the very least for
be used for expansion.
Most of the biological sciences a new biological building. It may
are in Spaulding, Nesmith and be four to six years before the
Kendall. "Spaulding was built library is addressed.
In light of concerns of the
for teaching a long time ago and
doesn't accommodate research," NEASC's report Grant believes
said Fairchild. "Most of the the commission will understand
faculty are involved in research." that efforts are underway and
Research "enhances our the university is acting in good
(UNH's) ability to function, as faith to improve the library
university research money goes situation.
The NEASC will follow up
to UNH , ffers as well as research," Lubow said. A large on UNH when a progress reportion of research is federally port, to be submitted in the fall
of 1990, is received, as well as
funded according to Lubow.
"Nesmith was never built monitor progress on expansion
with biology in mind ... a night- of the library and the anticipated
construction of the biological
mare," Fairchild said.
Research, lab and teaching center.
The review is a "careful
facilities are crowded and overlap. According to Fairchild, it's process, the whole institution
"not a good situtation." Kendall, is considered," Lezberg said.
"a fairly new building," will Concerns are kept in the forefront and the commission deremain as it is.
"A new biological sciences sires institutions to pay attenbuilding would accommodate tion to these concerns, he said.

---DI SCIP LINE --- (continued from page 3)

Child protection requires
intervention and a prerequisite
for intervention is awareness,
said Strauss. Public awareness
also spawns interest groups and
voluntary groups. These in turn
' work the message through society and through the political
system.
Other countries have succeeded with anti-family violence
laws. Straus described a Swedish

law that makes it a crime to
strike a child. The law assumes
a parent does not want to hit
his child and if he does so it is
because he is having trouble .
The law provides a vehicle to
authorize services and expenditures to help parents. Public
reaction to the law when it was
first passed was 76 percent
opposed. Ten ·years later it is
80 percent in favor.

POLIC E~
(continued from page 3)

Durham District Court on April
25.
Students Henry Baker, 21,
and William Perry , 18, were
arrested this weekend and later
released with hand citations.
Baker was charged with an
open container violation. Perry
was charged with unlawful
possession. Both are also scheduled to appear in Durham
District Court on April 25.

GERMAN FILM SERIES Horton, 6:45 p.m.

"Angry Harvest." Room 4,

FOOD AWARENESS WEEK - Geri Verneau, member of
National Organic Farmers Assoc. will speak on the whats
and whys o1 organic growifl_g and sustainable living.
Senate/Merrim ack Room, MUB, 7-9 p.m., $2 donation
suggested.
GREAT COOKS ON CAMPUS SERIES - Lecture and food
demonstration. Huddleston, 8 p.m., students, faculty/ staff
$2, general $3. Information: 862-2583.

SUBMIT INFORMATIO N TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR
FORMS & DEADLINES.
WEDNESDAY , APRIL 5
BIOTECHNOLO GY SEMINARS - "Can Biotechnology Prove
Malthus Wrong?" Dr. Peter Carlson, Crop Genetics
International. Room 219, Barton Hall, 4p.m.
Great Bay Food Coop Open House - Non-profit store sells
high quality foods for good prices. Recreation Room, Hubbard
Hall, 4:30 - 7 p.m.
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES - "The Step-Mother" Room 110,
Murkland, 4p.m., $1 donation.
GREAT COOKS ON CAMPUS SERIES- "a Moroccan Diffa
Dinner," presented by Paula Wolfert. General seating from
6:30 to 7: 15 at Hudleston, tickets $ 12.50. Reservations and
information: 862-2583
LECTURE - Human Rights in Chile," Reverend Ulysses
Torres will speak on social and economic conditions in Chile.
Room 217, Hamilton Smith, 7p.m.
"Bellissima." Room llO, Murkland, 7

ITALIAN FILM p.m., $1

PHI UPSILON OMICRON LECTURE - Carol Moonel
speaks on Child Behavior Management. Room 202, Kendal , -.
.
T:30 - 9p.m.
FA CUL TY CONCERT SERIES - Christopher Kies, piano . . ·
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
TALK - "Do We Need More Arms Control Negociations?"
by Professor Jack Ruina, Director of Defence and Arms Control
Studies Program at MIT. Room LlOl, Parsons, _8 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 6 _
SYMPOSIUM - "Erogonomics in the Workplace." New
England Center, 8 p.m. INformation: 862-1357, Dept. of
Electrical & Computer Engineering.
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES - Candis Dixon,
handmade books demonstation. Galleries, Paul Arts, noon,
free, open to public
BIOTECHNOL OGY SEMINARS - "The Nuts and Bolts
of Field Testing Recombinant DNA Products," Dr. Peter
Carlson, Crop Genetics International, Forum Room, Diamond
Library, 1 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - Reuben Baron, Professor
Psychology, UConn, "Observers Use of Synchrony and Mother
Prototype Information to Judge the 'True' Mother Caretaker."
·
Room 101/102, Conant, 3:40 - 5 p.m.
ITALIAN FILM p.m., $1

"Bellessima" Room 110 Murkland, 7

FOOD AWARENESS WEEK - Rink Dickerson s_Reaking
on "Equal Exchange," an organization working "".ith farmers
and cooperatives in marketing their food products. Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 7-9 p .m., $2 donation.
MUSO FILM - "The Unbearable Lightness of Being."
Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general
$2
UNH PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE ,-- . Willian Reeves
directing. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL 7
ART HISTORY CONFERENCE - New England Center.
Registration and information: 862-2355
NH INTERNATIO NAL SEMINAR - "Issues in National
Identity in Soviet Azerbainjan," Audrey Altstadt, Central
Connet1cut State University. Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
UNH CELEBRITY SERIES - The Feld Ballet. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. information: 862-2290.

Send a
Personal

- - - - - BIAS----<continued from page 1)

and
make
someone

sions you make affect not only
yourself but those around you
and no matter how hard you
think you have it, there is always
someone else who is worse off
than you.
Bias said making healthy

decisions is most important
when it comes to happiness.
And no matter what happens,
it's not where you've been, but
where you are going, that is
important.
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ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

LEARN HOW TO CANOE!: There are still spaces
available in Basic Canoeing - a half credit physical
education class meets Monday, 2-5 p.m., room 11,
NH Hall. Call 862-4295 for more information.
CAREER

GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
WORKSHOP: Choosing a Graduate or Professional
School, Considering attending a graduate or
professional school in your future? This Workshop
will address such conserns as to go or not? If so,
where? and how to enhance your chances of
successfully getting in. Monday, April 3, Forum
Room, Dimond Library, 3-4 p.m.
GENERAL

WOMEN'S COMMISSION: Looking for an enthusiastic graduate student woman to serve a 2
year membership term. The Women's Commission
serves as an advisory and programming committee
for women's issues on campus. Meetings are twice
monthly and members should expect a 10 hour
per month time commitment. Please call #1058
for more information.
FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic tax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for this
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 to 10:30 am and
6-8 pm., call 862-2742 for an appointment.
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Join other non-traditional
students to share pizza. Relax at the end of the
week with good company and good food. $1 per
slice. Every Friday, Non-Traditional Student Center,
12-2 p.m.
B.R.E.A.K. (BAG IT, RELAX, EAT, AND CONNECT): Discussion group for students who are
separated, divorced, or just thinking about it. Drop
in anytime between 11:30 and 1:30 p.m. on Mondays
at the Non-Traditional Student Center, Bring a
bag lunch. Info: 862-36467
STUDENT ART ASSOCIATION SHOW: The Art
Show is coming! April 24-28 in the Granite State
Room of the MUB. For information, contact Student
Art Association, Room 126, MUB. Submissions:
Friday, April 21, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room,
MUB, 8 am to noon.
GAME DINNER: Have you ever tasted moose,
wild boar or venison? Try these and more at the
Wildlife Society's Annual Game Dinner, Saturday,
April 1, Alumni Center, 6:30 p.m. Vegetarian
alternates will be available. Tickets ($7.50) are
on sale in Room 3 Petree Hall.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: We are a non-profit
store selling high quality food for good prices. Plus
our policies are set by the membership with the
best interest of the consumer: you. Wednesdays,
Hubbard Hall Recreation Room, 4:30-7:30 p.m .
Information: 664-2589 or 749-9649.
SUMMER HOUSING: The Department of Housing and Conferences offers residence hall and
apartment style housing during the summer for
programs sponsored by university departments
and organizations. Contact Valerie Randall-Lee
at 2120 or Michael Saputo at 1779. You may contact
the Conference Office at 1922 to enlist their services
in arranging for the marketing, registration, and
dining arrangements of your program. Programs
still wishing to make arrangements for this coming
summer should contact the above individuals as
soon as possible.
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE, WORKSHOP: Guest teacher Marianne Taylor presents
lively dances from around the world in an afternoon
workshop. An evening party of open dancing and
review follows . Beginners welcome, no partner
necessary. Please wear soft-soled shoes. Sunday,
April 2, gymnasium, NH Hall , 2:30-5 p.m .
(workshop), 7-10 p.m. (party), $4 at the door.

BAKE SALE: Sponsored by UNH Italian Club.
Baked goods w/ Italian expresso (coffee), Tuesday,
April 4, MUB Balcony Table #1, 10 a.m. co 3:30
p.m.

INTRODUCTION TO AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Introduction to Amnesty International.
What is Amnesty? Wednesday, April 5, Room 217,
Hamilton Smith, 6:30 p.m.
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CATS CLOSET

ALCOHOLICS ANQNYMOUS: Open to AA
members and anyone who thinks they have a
drinking problem. Mondays-Fridays, Conference
Room, Health Services, noon to 1 p.m.

open: 7:30am-10:00pm Monday thru Friday
11 :00am-10:00pm Saturday
Noon-10:00pm Sunday

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 pm.

Spring H~deaningl

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Every
Friday, Conference Room, 2nd Floor, Health
Services, 1-2 p.m.
MEETINGS

PEOPLE FOR A FREE SOUTH AFTRICA MEETING: People concerned with peace and justice in
South Afrca. Information, discussion and planning.
Tuesdays, Room 214, Hamilton-Smith, 12:15 p.m.
UNIVERSITY _COMPUTING

Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down to
"OTHER SERVICES" on the menu and type
"TRAINING". Call 3667 to register if you do not
have access to the above. All classes are held in
Hamilton Smith, room 7, unless otherwise stated.
INTERMEDIATE WORDPERFECT - Macintosh
(2 sessions): This course will introduce the skills
needed to create columns, both newspaper and
parallel; to cr~ate files for merging and to create
labels. Held in room 3 Hamilton Smith. Prer~quisite: WordPerfect for the Macintosh. Monday,
April 3 and Wedne~day April 5, form 9-noon.

Save a bundle on all sorts of UNH Memorabilia
Fraternity and Sorority Crest decals ... no more
dipping in hot water, just peel and apply ... now 25%
offl!

♦
♦

♦

♦
♦♦

Now is the time to pick up that UNH Sportswear
that you've always wanted!!!
Save 10, 20, 30, up to 40% on your purchase!
Also, save 40% on UNH Message Boards!
Check out our selection and SAVE!!!

♦

:
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦
:

50% PRICE BREAKTHROUGH!
All UNH souvenir mugs, UNH, Durham
and Portsmouth postcards, and Decorator
Giftwrap is priced to move
at 50% OFF ... whi/e they last!

♦

♦

:

♦
♦
♦♦
♦
:
♦

♦

:
♦

SAS/GRAPH (2 sessions): This course will
introduce this widely used graphics package which
produces quality graphics for business and research
applications. prerequisite: SAS and knowledge
of a VMS editor. Monday, April 3 and Wednesday,
April 5, from 1-3 p.m.

♦
♦♦

SAVE ON CALVIN AND HOBBS!!!
Save 20% now on all Calvin and Hobbs and
Far Side collections, including Yukon, Ho! ... the
. brand new Calvin and Hobbs collection.
Coming soon, look for the NEW collection
of Gary Larson's Far Side cartoons, entitled
Wildlife Preserves. Also be sure to
check out our selection of Far Side greeting cards!!

Hanyll AU Sales end Mon~. April 10th

♦

♦

Smartfood is Bacldl
The Cat's Closet thanks all of you who
waited patiently as the makers of Smartfood
switched distributors. The kinks seem to be
worked out of the system now, and Smartfood
is back in plentiful supply at the Cat's Closet

:

THE COFFEE OFFICE

♦

open : 7 :J0am-9:00pm Monday thru Friday

:
♦

ADVANCED WORDPERFECT (2 sessions): This
course covers the graphics feature of WordPerfect
version 5.0. Learn how to create graphics and use
the clip art images that are part of the WordPerfect
package. Prerequisite: Wordperfect and Intermediate WordPerfect. Mon., April 10 and Thur. April
13, from 1-3 p.m.

:
♦

:

♦

HYPERCARD (3 sessions): HyperCard is very
easily programmed by the end user to store,
organize, and retrieve varied information such
as text, pictures, graphs, by using "button Cards"
and collections of cards known as "stacks". The
instructor will demonstrate samples stacks and
provide a brief introduction ta "HyperTalk" which
is the HyperCard programming language. Held
in Room 7 Hamilton Smith. Prequisite: Using a
Macintosh or equivilant experience. Mon., April
12 and Fri. April 14, from_~-_12noon

11 :OOam-9:00pm Saturday
Noon-9:00pm Sunday

::

Every day, a tempting assortment of
fresh-baked muffins, delicious pastries
mouth-watering T.}. Cinnamon's Original
rolls pecan rolls, and chocolate chip cookies.
Also, a variety of teas, cocoa, spiced cider,
Very Fine juices, and, of course

:
♦
♦

:
♦

i
♦

SUBMIT INFORMA TlON Tu THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT ACTIVITES IN THE MUB.
CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS & DEADLINES.

♦
:
♦

♦

..____________ ___________ ___________ _

♦♦

♦

:
♦

♦

Harry Snout sure is
happy someone put
his picture in the Niw
HAMPSHIRE for his
BIRTHDAY!!

.♦

♦

Join the Coffee Oftice Cub
Just buy a souvenir mug form the Coffee Office...
Your first cup of coffee is FREE and every time you
bring your
for a refill, you'll save 10q: off the regular
mug back
of coffee.
price
A delicious way to help protect our environment.
Offer good
now through June 30, 1989

i
♦

Lowest prices on film and developing in town!
Remember, if your pictures aren't becoming to you,
youshouldbecomingtous!

♦

So what about your
Friends!!

The Best Cup of Coffee in Durham!!!

DIE PICTURE PIACE

:

:
♦
♦

♦

■-- .:
/

HEALTH

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS: Every Tuesday,
Conference Room, second floor, Health Services,
1-2 p.m.

♦

open : 8:00am-5:00pm Monday thru Friday
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Pollution, not just aesthetics
By Melissa Bane
The United States must look
at all forms of pollution, and
not only those we can smell, see
and hear.
According to Whittemore
School of Business and Economics Professor Richard England,
our society shys away from
viewing the problems with
.pollution as a whole.
The basis of the speech was
a paper, "Waste Emissions,
Environmental Quality and the
Rate of Profit: A Marxian
Model," in which England provided an in-depth_analysis of
pollution and society and the
economic aspects of their interaction.
England spoke last Friday as
a part of the Political Economy
Workshop which was sponsored
by the Economics program in
McCor.r.d! H rill

England used Marx's theories
of the societal study in relation
to the economy to support his
ideas of promoting an environmental political economy.
By noting Marx's theories on
class conflict, England said he
believes Marx better enables the
study of a concise analysis of
class changes, labor management and competition.
"The impact of pollution is
regressive,' said England.
Marx's view of the capitalist
society, and the major focus on
money leads people to be short
sighted in terms of pow they
treat their environment, said
England.
England's theory also supplied a set of algebraic .equations
mapping out productivity conditions to capital accumulation
and commodity/ worker re pro-

duction.
With the Marxian theory,
England provided a diagram of
production, distribution, and
the environment displaying the
cost and results of pollution and
the regulation of the economy
in terms of society's production.
According to England there
is a "tendency even now for
economists to identify the pollution with current discharge
and emissions of waste into the

open: 7:30am-3:00pm Mondays thru Thursdays
7:30am-2:30pm Fridays

The MUB is Cooldn'
We now serve fresh, homemade muffins
and other baked goods. Come by and
try them!!

Check out Thursday's
Pizza of the Day 11
Nite Grill Specials
Monday - slice of cheese pizza and 12oz soda
Tuesday - grilled cheese sandwich, pickle and chips
Wednesday - BLT, pickle and chips Thursday - Hamburger, pickle and chips

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
,,
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
eaming a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BEALLYOU CAN BL

Come and enjoy alternative dining
for only $1.25

PISTACHIO'S
open: ~1:00am-11:00pm Mondays thru Fridays
3:00pm- 9:00pm Sundays
Ice cream cookie sandwiches,
popcorn, frappes, sundaes, and more!!
FORZEN YOGURT IS HERE!! A PERFECT
TREAT FOR A SPRING DAY!

Goodie Packages
Birthday cakes, cookies, balloons and more!
Cheer up or surprise a friend
with a MU B Goodie Package
C II 2- 04 for de ils

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Seacoast

Crisis Pregnancy Cent.er
FREE &. CONFJDEN11AL

::::; ~We Cue!
.

• pam:al

support

HOILINE 149-4441

~-A«IMlN!S.~1:!~~
The Seacoast!
1n

90 Washingu,n Street
Sum: 306 B, Dover, NH

Few places can match the University of New Hampshire summer
experience-the challenge of academic excellence, in a setting rich with
nature and history. It's a University offering over 250 summer courses
and special programs ... an easy drive from America's most scenic mountains and beaches .. .in an area full of summer job opportunities. It has a
distinguished faculty whose expertise spans a broad scope of subjects
from marine science to international marketing, and engages in some of
the most innovative research of our time. Yet it is set in a town which
still retains traces of its colonial past. It offers courses for degree credit,
career advancement, and personal development .. .in an area which provides jazz festivals, rock concerts, summer theater, boat races, and art
shows.
Join us for Summer 1989 at UNH. In class and after hours, students
of all ages from around the world ... experiencing a great university in an
unmatched setting. Six s1:1mmer terms--5, 6, 10, or 12 weeks long-plus
independent study and field experience opportunities. Mail regi~tration
begins April 17; phone and in-person registration begins April 24.

Londo~ RT F,om Boe1or, $200
234
Paris
285
Athens
185
Caracas
340
Tokyo
309
Cairo
245
Madrid

Boylston St. #201
Boston, M.A 02116
617-266-1926

C

1384 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
617-497-1497

M.II Student Ctr. W20-024 84 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02139 617-225-2555

Call (603) 862-4234,
or visit the UNH Summer Session Office,
in Verrette House, 6 Garrison Avenue.

The New Hampshire Summer Experience.
It begins at UNH!

l(lajm.~w.:;@: =~::f*~:::w;i~liti::INiil~lijll
1

Summer Terms Start May 22 and July 5
... .

Some restrictions apply. Ta xes not
included. Eurailpasses issued on the spot!
FREE Student Travel Catalog.

CouncilTravel
*J

Reques.t Your UNH
Summer Session Bulletin Now!

:-:,/;:;·:-;;;;;;;;/:;:{~;i;~~;;!~!i!:•::::::·:::..::·:::·:::::·::::::::::::;:!:~<::::::: ::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

:-•••-: SUMMER SESSION

D

6 Garrison Avenue, Durham, NH 03824
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On Campus Interviews ·
University of New Hampshire
April20
PC Connection, Inc. named by Inc. magazine as the
second fastest growing private company in the U.S., will
be conducting on campus interviews at UNH. Come
learn more about us on Thursday, April 20th. Sign up at
the career placement office by April 12th. We could be just
the company you're looking fot
We currently have opportunities in Non-commissioned
Sales, Data Processing and Customer Service.
We offer competitive wages and a benefits package
that includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Health Insurance
Ufe Insurance
Short-term Disability Insurance
Delta Dental Plan
Profit Sharing/401K Plan
10 Paid Holidays
6 Paid Sick Days
10 Paid Vacation Days
One Paid Eye Exam Per Year
2 Free Studded Snow Tires
Tuition Reimbursement
Fitness Reimbursement
Property lax Reimbursement
Paid Bereavement Leave

If you'r interested in working in a challenging, smoke-&ee
environment, please sign up for an on campus interview,
or contact our Personnel Department at:

PC Connection®
6Mill Street

..

Marlow, NH O" l56
603-446-338~
An equal oppor'

..iployer

*Additional brochures and company information are

available at the placement office.

-----------------YEAR
<continued from page 2)
Desmarais, was concerned that
Hammond and Rose "bragged
about how student referendums
would solve things." However,
they failed to respect the decision of the students concerning
the recreational facility.
According to Hammond, she
and Rose made it clear in their
campaign they were against the
facility. They felt that any
available money should should
first be allocated to academic
issues.
"I don't feel we let anyone
down ... enough people liked
what we had to say," said
Hammond.
They also believed strongly
in putting pressure on the
administration to work faster
in making more buildings accessible to the handicapped,
especially the Johnson Theater.
Yfanropulos also believes that .

both Wendy and Mike were not
particulary effective in reaching
out to students. "They are
representatives of students, but
some students don't feel strong
enough to go in and talk about
their concerns."
Hammond admitted that she
wished they had gone around
to dorms to become familiar
with students. She expressed
uncertainty that those candidates who promised to visit the
dorms will not realize the time
commitment involved.
Ann Carpenter, a senior who
lives off campus, wasn't sure
what Hammond and Rose had
accomplished. "I think I've
heard good scuff, but I don't
know what exactly."
But according to Dan Fasciano, chairperson of the judicial
affairs council, _the problem

comes from the fact that those
who criticize Hammond and
Rose for not doing much haven't
taken a close look at what is
going on.
"I think surface wise, they,
(Hammond and Rose), can't be
criticized, it may seem as if they
haven't done a lot, but they have _
actually been very reactive."
Hammond and Rose have had
to deal with serious budget cuts
and lots of issues that aren't
"barn-burners".
Apathy, he says, is abound at
UNH, and the Student Senate
is finally shedding its image of
just being a resume building
position, said Fasciano. "The
mortality rate of new senators
is indicitive of the amount of
work Mike (Rose), and Wendy
(Hammond) have had to deal
with."

RESUMES
Electronically Typed

$18.50 INCLµDES:
•TYPING
• SELECTION OF PAPER
•ENVELOPES

'~

•25 COPIES
• 25 ENVELOPES
•25 EXTRA SHEETS OF PAPER

Changes made easily with One Year Memory Storage
Open Monday-Friday
8:30am-5:30pm 868-7031

DURHAM Copy
Jenkins Court Durham, NH

Student

Student

Body

Body

President
and

Vice- President
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Panel Questions and Open Forum
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DOWE NEED
MORE ARMS CONT ROL
AGRE EMEN TS

?

Dr. Jack Ruina
Professor of Electrical Engineerin g
and
Director of Defense and Arms Control ·
Studies Program at MIT

will discuss this vital question at
8:00 p.m., Wednesda y, April 5
Parsons L101

Order your college ring NOW.

JOSTENS
AMERICA

Date:
Place:

April 7

'

S

COLLEGE

Sponsored by the UNH Committe e on
War and Peace Studies

RING'"

Time· Noon to 4pm Deposit Required: $40.00

Town and Campu s

Free and Open to the Public

Payment Plans Available

CIC EJ~d

····················~·~···
~
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Paradise lost?

WOWII

Mary Tamer

Young's Restaurant in Durham has one of the largest
break£ast and luncheon menus in the seacoast area.

This spring break I was fortunate enough to go to Mexico.
Again. Not to brag or anything, but it was my third time.
This last time, however, was definitely better than last spring
break, when I, along with the other lucky half of the UNH
student body, went to Cancun, also known as the Ft.
Lauderdale of Mexico. Being the self-proclaimed Mexican
expert that I have become, I think I can say that unless you
really like watching wet t-shirt contests or aspire to win
one, Cancun is not for you. Besides, it hasn't been the same
since Hurricane Gilbert anyway.
And then there's lxtapa, a lovely little west coast town.
Of course, every paradise has it's flaws. Ixtapa's only flaws
are an extremely dangerous undertow (someone drowned
our third day there) and an overabundance of bleached
blond surfer boys. While I harbor no resentment towards
blondes, male or female, there was something I found offensive
in these gilded surfers who's greatest ambition is to someday
figure out how to "ride the wave" without getting their ganja
wet.
Now that's ambition.
Alright, maybe I was judging these guys a little harshly,
but what do you say to a 25 year-old "man" who tells you,
when asked what he does, that he "surfs." It's not even
the fact that he just "surfs," but the low, moaning-like way
in which he says so. If these guys ever decide to give up
surfing, when either the pot or peroxide runs out in Mexico,
perhaps they can look into jobs as phone sex operators.
Despite their husky vocal chord~, I think I'd rather skip
the phone call and keep the $2.00 AT&T charge.
For the sake of being open-minded, I consulted with one
of my Ixtapa roommates on the position these surfers have
placed themselves in, asking whether she had thought it
was a legitimate lifestyle. Courtney, my friend, being the
free- spirited person that she is, said she admired the surfers
because they were doing what they wanted to do.
Yes, I agreed, there is some honor in that, but ~t whose
expense? Somewhere in our big blue marble, someone had
to be paying for their surfboard wax, and it sure wasn't them,
considering the time they spent at the beach and local pubs.
After deciding that I had thought enough about their lifestyle,
probably more than any of them ever had, I went along with
my enjoyable vacation away from the booming metropolis
of Durham.
Now that I'm back, I find that there are surfers everywhere,
and they're not all blond males. Graduating seniors, men
and women alike, seem to have decided that they're just
not ready to get jobs yet, even after the typical summer
after graduation trip to Europe. More and more are falling
prey to the surfer mentality that not knowing what to do
is the right thing to do. Rersonally, I just want to graduate
sometime before the next spring break so I won't have to
write a column about Rio.
I don't think they have surfers in Rio anyway.
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This morning they were playing ping-pong in the hospital rec room.
Now they're lost in New York and framed for murder.
This was never covered in group therapy. .

Mary Tamer is a staff reporter for The New Ham shire
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Editorial
Bias' lesso n on stren gth
Sunday night the mother of deceased
basketball star Len Bias spoke to a group
of college athletes, high school students
and concerned parents. It was a moving
presentation, taut with emotional intensity
generated by Bias' booming voice. This was
a woman with a message to deliver, a
message running deep within her, a message
which hit home every time she presented
it ..
Len Bias was a basketball success story.
After becoming an all-American at the
University of Maryland, he was drafted
by the Boston Celtics. Two days later, Len
Bias died from cocaine intake.
But Lonise Bias was not here to graphically recreate the final days of her son's
life. "It would entertain you," she said. "But
it wouldn't challenge you." Very true.

Candidat es
To the Editor:
As many people know I was going
to run for Student Body President,
however, after I turned in my 200
signatures to get on the ballot, I
was informed that my running
mate, Randy Spartichino, was ineligible. The reason he was ineligible was that he is only considered
a first year student and one of the
criteria for running for the office
is to be a second semester sophomore. I am not blaming anyone for
this mistake but myself. I should
have realized that he was ineligible
and, when the bylaws came to senate
a few weeks ago, I should have tried
to change them. Next Sunday night,
I will try to change the bylaws.
However, when I brought this up
in our last meeting I was met with
strong opposition. Some senators
believe that we as the senate need
to "protect" the rest of the student
body from the evils of an inexperienced first year student might
bring. In otherwords, they do not
believe that the student body is
intelligent enough to pick the best
candidate for president and vice
president (please come and voice
your opinion about this and other
elitest attitudes that some senators
have--every Sunday at 6 p.m. in
McConnell).
When I found out that we were
ineligible to run I asked myself if
I could pick a new running mate
and still have my name on the ballot.
I was told by the election committee
that I could not do that unless I could
get another 200 signatures, but the
deadline had been reached and it
would not be accepted. They told
me that I could be a write-in
candidate, however, I would not be
allowed to participate in any of the
debates or in the meet the candidate
nights. Those restrictions would
make it nearly impossible to win
the election. So, I sadly opted not
to run. After that decision I felt I
should back another candidate. This
was not a very hard decision because
I have worked with four out of the
six people running.
The two people that I do not
know are Dewey Lachance and Ellen
Hanson. These two people were
the easiest to dismiss as real
candidates. The major reason is chat
neither of them are a part of senate
and I believe chat it would be hard
to come in and run a system they
are nor familiar with. Also, if they
had been in senate they would have
realized chat the repair ~1:1dgec_f?r

Nor was Bias here to badger students
on how bad drugs are, or how wrong their
lives are. Bias wasn't here to lecture us on
what bad decisions we've made--she was
here to tell us that we have to own our
decisions. They have to be all ours--our
responsibility and for our benefit. They
cannot be the product of peer pressure and
cannot be made just to "fit in."
_ As Bias put it, pleasure passes away. The
instantaneous euphoria of acceptance does
not last and has it consequences. Her
question was simple: is it"worth giving up
everything we've worked for in our lives?
Bias' carefully presented sermon related
how we must regain our own identity, and,
in the process, regain hope for our future.
Her message was a cruel lesson to learn,

the dorms are in the biennium
budget and that repairs were one
of the major priorities in our last
proposal. Obviously Lachance believes that student senate is like
the Ne~ Hampshire House of
Representatives where one relies
on doing favors for each other. This
is absolutely untrue. Neither I, nor
most senators vote a certain way
because they owe a favor to someone
else. The second reason that I could
not support them is char they are
both greek and I do not feel they
would have the other 8,000 nongreek students in their best interests.
The next ticket that I dismissed
was George Yfantopolus and Kelly
Jenkins. There are many reasons
for this. I do not feel that Yfantopolus is the most effective leader.
I do not see him standing up co the
administration when the students
need their opinion heard. I am
afraid that he will be another "yes
person" to Gordon Haaland or that
he will totally ignore the administration and the students and make
the senate a seperate entity of the
university out in left or I should
say right field in George's case.
Another problem with this ticket
is their slogan "Working together
for you." I do not feel that this is
true because of thier vote and
opinions in a recent senate bill to
get a student on the town council.
The bill called for an unbiased
committee to interview the candidates and choose the one that they
feel could do the best job. I supported the bill bur did not support the
concept of unbiased committee
(which I felt was the most biased
committee that I have ever seen)
of four or five people to choose such
an important position. I amended
the bill to have the entire student
body have their say because this is
a decision that affects all of us .
George spoke out against my amendment and Kelly voted against it
(George does not have a vote on
senate). I feel that was a bill that
Gordon Haaland would have been
proud of. It was a decision-making
process bill that left out the entire
student body. This was very different than how we chose the student
trustee, he was ELECTED by the
student body and not appointed by
the elitest students on the senate
who have no faith in the student
body to pick the right candidate .
To paraphrase a member of the
Yfantopolus/ Jenkins staff, we do
not wane chis to be a popularity
contest. When I told them that this
was a very Haalandesque way of

making a decision he stated that
senate is a "microcosm of the ,
administration." I do not feel that
is true. This is one example of their
confusion on whether they are
working for you or telling you what
is best for you. _
The lase reason that I cannot
support this ticket is because they
are also a double greek bill. To make
matters worse they supported a NH
House Bill that would exempt the
greek houses from paying taxes.
They felt that because they did not
have children in school then they
should not have to r:1y the school
tax. Talk about backward thinking,
New Hampshire has one of the
worst educational systems (due to
money) in the country and they
want to take more money away.
They tried to make the argument
that the greek houses are alternative
housing for students. In some ways
this is true, however, one chooses
to become a member and to live
there. They are not forced into
living in greek houses, I believe that
it is considered to be a priviledge
to live there. If group of non-greek
students bought a house should they
have the right not to pay their taxes,
I think not. This bill would have
set a precedent and every senior
citizen and yuppie without children
would try to use it.
It must sound like they are totally
inept for the job. This is not the
case. Both George and Kelly are very
intelligent people. I like them both
a lot. However, I feel that they are
not the best qualified for the job.
The last two candidates that I
looked at were Mike Desmarais and
Chris Sterndale ticket. There are
two major problems that I see with
this ticket. The first is that they
are both males. However, most of
the people who manage their
campaign are women, including
four of the most respected women
in senate, Alexandra Weil, Nancy
Vallerio, Erin Dwyer and their
campaign manager Michelle Scenna. I believe that the female voice
is represented very well within the
organization. The second problem
that I see is with the structure of
the ticket.
I feel that Chris Sterndale should
be the president and Mike Desmarais should be the vice president.
The major reason is because of
Chris' management skills and that
he is non-greek. As the SAFO
business manager he has made some
amazing accomplishments. He put
together and updated the much
needed standard operation procedure booklet. And in the beginning

but it was necessary. Everything we do will
not earn us acceptance. It takes strength
to realize that and strength to "stand up
for what you believe in."
The problems we recognize as major
catastrophies are often trivial dilemmas
of a successful life. Bias' most valuable gift
was a lesson in perspective. Our problems
are small compared to the starving man
·in the street or the shrunken woman dying
of AIDS. We all have the courage to be much
_greater people.
Reasses·sing our lives is not a pleasant
task. It is sobering and uncomfortable, but
Bias' stark approach would not provide
an out. Hopefully her lesson can be passed
on because this society certainly needs such
brutal honesty.

of the year he passed through senate
two very important bills. The first
was to hire an accounting firm to
do a yearly audit on the student
activity organizations. This means
that every year so:-:ieone will check
all the books to make sure that the
students money was spent properly
and that the different SAFC organization had collected all of their
accounts receivable. The second bill
that Chris passed through senate
was to upgrade our own accountant
to a full time position. This has
enabled the student money to be
looked after much more carefully.
It is not to say that Mike is not
a good candidate. If you are in the
greek system, I would think that
he is the best person for the job.
He has done wonders in representing the greeks in the student senate
as chairperson of the Student Life
Committee. His major accomplish-

rnent was to add two more greek
senators to the senate. I fought this
proposal because I did not feel that
it was needed, however, I was in
the minority and lost.
In conclusion, there are faults
with every set 0£ candidates. However, the candidates that I see as
having the best chances of getting
things done is the Desmarais/ Sterndale ticket. I believe that
they are the most di-verse, by having
the only non-greek person, and that
they show the most innovative and
realistic goals. I believe that Desmarais and Sterndale will best
represent the students because they
really care. Therefore, I give them
my full endorsement and I hope that
the rest of the students will do the
same.
Andrew Gamble
Student Senator
Liason to Board of Trustees
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University Forum
Fear and loathing on 1-95
How was your spring break? Did you make the
most of your week? Was your trek along America's
highway system a pleasant one? If it was then you
obviously weren't aboard the Yankee Clipper Coach
heade<l for Panama City, Florida. Many years ago
ACDC recorded a hit song entitled "Highway to
Hell." The hair on my knuckles rises every rime
I hear it now. For I and about twenty-four other
UNH students ventured down that incinerating
highway for some sixty hours.
Please do nor misunderstand me. I am not
attempting to belittle Panama City in any way, shape
or form. The beaches were in fact as gorgeous as
advertised. The time sp<:nt there was precious.
However, the vacation package was organized
and presented in a shoddy manner. The finger of
blame must be pointed in the direction of the UNH
tour representative. You could hurl some accusations
of negligence at the travel company. After all, they
did employ this person.
The original cost of the trip was a measly $199.
This included round trip transportation via
mororcoach, seven nights accomodations and
· professionally staffed personnel to be at your beck
and call. Yes, that's correct. Professionally staffed.
I wouldn't dare throw away my hard earned dollars
on amateur cleaning ladies.
My first encounter with the school representative
was brief but pleasant. I only sought general
information and price derails about the trip. Adjacent
to her nightstand was the book How to Win Friends
and Influence People. By trip's end I ascertained
that she must have read this garbage cover to cover
about five times. This girl had the incentive to deal
more spring break packages quicker than Jim Jones
could pass out kool-aid in Guyana.
A week later I returned with a friend who also
desired to go on the excursion. We brought our
check books and promptly paid the fee. Our
representative informed us that the bus ride would
be a cozy twenty hours. My sunburn says she isn't
a math major. We trudged along the highway to
hell for an unbearable twenty-nine hours. Well,
this is nor too disastrous when one rakes into account
that it rook a vastly slower driver 31 hours on the
return leg of the trip.
Departure from Durham was scheduled for Friday,
March 10. I was unsure of the correct rime and place
that we would be leaving so I called on Broom Hilda
one last time. She confidently explained that the
coach would be exiting Snively Arena at approximately 4:00 p.m. She was half right on this account.
A bus was departing Snively at four. However, its
destination was Daytona, nor Panama. Hey, at least

By Todd Shaw

she's hitting .500. At this point, you could probably
surmise that she never rook ample time to memorize
the six P's (Proper-Planning-Prevenrs-P .... -PoorPerformance).
I hurried home and carefully scheduled my routine
for Fri<lay, March 10. Ir was very precise without
a single derail left our. At 10:00 a.m. I would turnin a term paper, done in class by noon, cash a check
and do some laundry. All of these tasks to be
completed by 3:00 p.m. Plenty of rime, right? Wrong!
I awoke early on Friday morning as I found myself
eager and rarin' to go. At 9: 10 I was headed our
the door to run a few errands. But, before I could
turn the lock in the door, the phone rang unexpectedly. The early morning caller did not bother
to identify themself. Guess who it was? Thar's right!
The shrilling voice of our representative rang
through my auditory canal.
"Your bus is leaving at nine!"
"I have to wait until this evening."
"No, nine this morning. Ir will be pulling out
in five minutes with or without you."
The mere fact that panic never set in was a good
sign. I was so fraught with disbelief and confusion
that I found myself laughing while simultaneously
throwing dirty clothes into two duffle bags. By 9:16
I was set to make a mad dash to Snively. Halt! The
phone rang once again. Fortunately, it was my friend
who had also been misinformed by this little
capitalist. She was crying and screaming obsenities.
She bellowed that she could nor possibly make it
to the bus before the last call. It was only 9:20 and
I had already run through the full spectrum of
emotions with two distraught callers.
With the seconds ricking away, I hurled my frame
our the door quicker than Pere Rose could place
a bet with his bookie. I wheeled into Snively with
the wonderful sight of an atrocious looking bus
still there. Unfortunately, only one parking spot
remained at this hour of the day. The sign posted
in front of it denoted that the space was a tow away
zone. Hmm, it was either here or on Main Street
in front of a red light.
I boarded the bus to a round of blank stares and
puzzled faces. I tried to briefly explain my situation.
I believe that most of the Florida contingent
understood my plight. Minutes later my friend
boarded the steps of the metal jalopy. She was
accompanied by our ever popular campus representative. Throughout all of this early morning
chaos, the shrewd swindler remained very calm
and collected. The reason for her presence was
twofold: she came in hope of collecting more mopey
from the group. U nbeknownsr to all of us the price

of the trip had been increased by $10 in the past
couple of days. Secondly, she mentioned that
e·,eryone would be required to pay a $25 room deposit
upon arrival. What is this girl thinking? (refer
back to the six P's). There wasn't any time to bicker
or dispute these unheard of charges for she had
swiftly exited the bus and driven off (she was leaving
on the now famous 4:00 bus).
Finally, by 10:00 we began our assault for the
sun and sandy beaches. As the hours passed, much
of the entourage grew drunk and drowsy. By
nightfall, our diminutive "indoor" outhouse
stationed at the rear of the vehicle had emitted
several noxious odors. We were to ride shotgun
with these pungent fumes for another fifteen hours.
Three drivers and one time zone later we reached
our port of call. Panama City, the land of hope,
promise, and a stiff drink. We peeled our hide~
off the seats at 4:00 p.m. Saturday.
The previous night I had colorful dreams of my
toothbrush and hot shower. Bur these splendid
thoughts were to no avail. Why you ask? Because
I was in search of the eternal laundromat.
To keep with the bear of the trip we found
ourselves bumped into a different hotel. Our new
home was the Pier 99. It was nice. Yet, not what
we had anticipated or paid for. We were guaranteed
rooms with an oceanfront view. A telephone booth
and garbage bin proved to be the most appealing
sights out of my window.
I want to reiterate that this trip was not a total
disaster. Under the circumstances, the seven days
in Panama City were wonderful. Never a dull
moment. A good time had by all. How could we
not make the most of it? Our UNH representative
was on the other side of the state. It would have
proved a long and tiresome flight on her broomstick
to come and harass everybody in Panama.
However, the adventure did end up a little more
costly than I would have hoped for. I inherited a
$110 citation for under age possession of alcohol,
a $20 parking ticket and the subsequent $40 for
the impound fee.
Do you think the school's travel representative
would graciously offer to reimburse me for the
unexpected expenses I incurred over the week?
I didn't think so either.
My advice to any future accidental tourists: Check
into the background of not only the travel company
but also that company's campus representative.
A lengthy search in a police file or two might be
of aid in reaching your final decision.
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A forced morality
Tweny years after the summer of love in 1967,
college students across America are faced with a
new definition of the word "love". Ir hasn't come
about due to a "consent of the majority", nor has
it occured because of any act passed by congress
- but perhaps through an act of God? Who knows.
Whether young adults are aware of it or nor, a part
of American culture is undergoing drastic change
due to the modern plague known as AIDS. The "gay
plague" never could have occurred at a more likely
time than during the Reagan Era itself, the most
conservative period the U.S. has experienced since
the 1950's. This swing to the right has only created
increased gay bashing, and the belief on the part
of many heterosexuals that they are immune to
the disease. With the emergence of a medical threat
no one perceived, it seems that Americans in general
have lost much of what was accomplished in the
past twenty years.
The saddest fact about AIDS is that this county
can't vote it away, students can't protest it away,
nor can anyone even make the independent decision
to have nothing to do with the disease. Just like
a change in the weather, AIDS rolled into America's
"picturesque sexual scene" without warning. How

By George Limperis

many people, regardless of age, were. carrying
condoms around at the beginning of this decade,
let alone investing in a company manufacturing
them?
As young people, one more responsiblity has
been slapped on our backs. Now that casual sex
is "deadly", is the manner in which people approach
potential partners forever altered? Probably not.
No matter how many times Tom Brokaw reports
on the latest AIDS findings, the average college
student is probably in his room listening to "I Want
Your Sex". Government, the medical world, and
the media shouldn't expect Americans to alter their
sexual habits any time soon. The deadly seriousness
of this problem will nor receive a person's attention
until either a relative or friend has contracted the
disease. Perhaps the youth of the eighties is fortunate
for AIDS to have merged when it did. The young
people of today are growing up with the horror,
much the same way some of our parents grew up
with the idea of having a bomb shelter i-n the back
yard. Therefore college students may be the lucky
minority. However, what about baby-boomers and
those of the "disco-era"? How easy will it be for
them to change their "inalienable" habits?

As in any cns1s, people are hoping to find
something positive. Americans may in the next
decade embrace the family and monogamy, as well
as resurrect the pure ideal of love. Perhaps this
is not the direction in which American culture wished
to head twenty years prior; yet more than likely
this is the direction in which society will have to
go.
If Pat Robertson told the gay community not
to be promiscuous, preached to every married person
across the country to remain loyal to their spouse,
and told young people to abstain from sex until
marriage, an overwhelming majority of Am,ericans
would disregard his every word. However, AIDS
is not a "bias". Ir does not represent a faith, and ·
it certainly has no opinions nor does it listen to
any. The U.S. could be facing the worse peace-time
abyss ever. Yer at the same time, young Americans
could be witnessing the emergence of a happier
age - one marked by monogamy, the family, and
the tranquil soul. In the next decade America should
encounter a far more educated college community,
one which embraces the values of the past in order
to survive in a modern and complex "sexual" culture.

George Limperis is a freshman in the School of Liberal Arts.
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University Forum
Weight room
•
10 badshape
By Peter Bolan
Every student here at UNH has at least one
complaint, and so do I. The University's weight
room is in bad shape. With the swing to fitness,
many students like myself have turned to various
forms of exercise and weight training to stay in
or get into shape. I have worked out at several private
gyms while at home and here at school. Many
students here at school have to go off campus to
satisfy their needs. This swallows up more money
from students' pockets. The reason why some
students choose to go off campus is because the
University's equipment is lacking.
In weight training, you require several basic forms
of equipment to maximize your workout. The school
gym just doesn't have them. The gym has many
dumbbells but not many sets of matching dumbbells,
which are important when increasing weight. The
selection of plates used on straight bats is also very
limited. There are all kinds of oddball loose weights
lying around the room which don't really help our
workout much. There are many sorts of workout
stations cluttered together in the two small rooms,
but most appear not to be maintained. Most have
moving parts which appear to be unlubricated, and
in time will be disabled because of this. The
unmai-ntained equipment and loose weights all over
the place creates an unsafe environment. Safety
is everyone's number one concern and should be
also number one in the Field House. For instance
there are very few collars for weight bars in the
Field House. These are important in that they keep
weights from falling off bars onto people's feet.
These are just a few facts about the gym. Take a
walk in and look around, you'll find more.
There are improvements to be made which start
by the staff in charge making an honest effort. We
have classes on weight training and physical fitness.
Why should they try to teach modern fitness with
primitive equipment? Most of our school equipment
is not up to date or maintained. If there is going
to be any fitness equipment on campus available
to students, let it at least reflect the current
knowledge on physical fitness and safety. If not,
then let the earth be flat. When a society fails to
use its knowledge it may as well not have it to begin
with.
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Peter Bolan is a junior majoring in Community Development.

Opportunity for education is decreasing
By Raymond A. Foss
As an undergraduate and graduate student,
alumnus, and staff member for 5 years, I have seen
the University of New Hampshire from many
vantages. I was active in student governance and
now serve on the PAT Staff Council and the
Academic Senate's Budget and Planning Committee.
I have never seen the University in a more precarious
period in my 11 years here. We are at great risk
to lose the momentum we have enjoyed recently,
making strides forward in instruction, research
and public service. The University now requires
a far broader undergraduate education than when
I came. We are performing substantially more
research and public service--from a program to
reinvigorate high school math and science teachers
to studies of waste management and ash disposal.
Since 1983 alone, we have increased research by
85%. Today we are adding 34 new research grants
a month. However, all of these changes are fragile.
Right now the University is losing support staff
at an alarming rate. Between July 1 and December
31, we lost 157 Operating Staff members, representing an annual turnover rate of 30%. Continuity

and training-are constant problems. We have had
difficulty finding space and faculty for the general
education classes. Lab space and equipment is aging.
Staff morale is very low, while quality remains high.
Many people view the University as a career rather
than a job. We like it here.
The University System recognized these problems
when the biennial budget was prepared. We took
that hard look at what we do and we will continue
to assess ways of improving productivity. The state
must be a major player in this process. Our biennial
budget request of $125.2 million was a "bare bones"
budget. We did not have any fat in it. In fact, this
budget was in part motivated by the state's fiscal
situation. Most other states fund a considerably
larger part of their university system than New
Hampshire has traditionally. Consequently, UNH's
tuition has always been one of the highest for instate students of any stat_e in the union.
Within the larger state revenue shortfall,
Governor Gregg funded the University System fairly,
at $114.5 million. This amount is far too low;· but

the state will not fund more. The House Bill 200
budget, drafted by the House Appropriations
Committee based on revenue estimates by the Ways
and Means Committee, is nothing short of criminal.
This budget represents a complete abrogation of
the state's responsibility to provide access to public
higher education to New Hampshire students. I
find this budget to be unconscionable, equal to a
charge of criminal negligence.
In-state tuition rates allowed me to come to UNH
in 1978 from Claremont, NH. They offered me
an opportunity to learn. Don't take that opportunity
away from younger New Hampshire citizens. The
University has operated with insufficeint funding
for too long. We cannot cut across the board to
make up the losses under HB 200. Prohibitive tuition
increases and program elimination are the only
answer to this bill. This bill puts a gun to the head
of public higher education in this state. Please fund
the University System at least at the level of the
·Governor's buo.get so ·we are not forced to pull the
• trigger. ·
·
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Arts & Entertainment
Skin Deep: womanizing and clinging
By Marc A. MamigQnian
Sometimes it helps to have
low expectations. I went inco
Blake Edwards' Skin Deep expecting something truly dreadful. To my surprise, it was only
pretty bad. This doesn't quite
count as a pleasant surprise, but
considering that John Ritter is
the star of the film, I think that
I had better take what I can get.
Blake Edwards used co be able
to pretty consistently turn out
slick, witty comedies - like
Breakfast At Tiffany's , and the
early Pink Panther films - but
this was 25 years ago . More
recently, he has taken to wallowing in his own hangups arid
churning out lifeless, tasteless
films like S.O.B. and Skin Deep.
And then, of course, there was
10, which no one would have
gone to see if Bo Derek hadn't
been unpeeling in it. A pattern
emerges in these films: aging
men with a penchant for womanizing and their clinging possessive wives drowning in a sea
of bathos. Will Blake Edwards
film the John Tower biography?
Who cares.

Skin continued on page 16

John Ritter amongst the "other women" in his life, can all be seen in Blake Edwards' new
_release Skin Deep.

Christmas: in Boston and in April
'

·

Christmas

·
shorts, a string of pearls, and
no shirt. He acts like a cross
Saturday, April 1
between Angus Young and a
By Arthur Lizie
young Pete Townshend, conIn their first Boston appear- vulsing around the stage like
ance since moving to Las Vegas a dog in heat or a bunny rabbit
last year, local favorites Christ- hopping across a Hibatchi. Or
mas showed chat a couple of something like that.
months in Sin City have not
This is not meant to diminish
dulled their ability to rock. Their the import of the other two band
hour long set at The Rat Sat- members. Liz Cox's drumming
urday night did not feature a is refreshingly simple; her
dancing chorus line, slot ma- · singing is melodic and expreschines, or Sammy Davis Jr.; it sive, a fitting compliment to
did feature some catchy cho- Michael Cudahy's similar vocal
ruses, some hard rock, and lots style. Bassist Nicholas Cudahy
of fun.
keeps the rhythm going, but his
On their latest record Ultrastage presence pales in relation
prophets of Thee Psykick Re- to his brother's. No dueling
volution, Christmas come across Kirkwoods here.
as a pop band with a penchant
Christmas opened with a
for clever lyrics and a tendency faithful, driving version of
towards rock. They seem just "Stupid Kids," their latest sinas interested manuevering the gle, and proceeded to play most
subtleties of a crick phrase as of the new album, mixing in a
coming up with a hard, punchy few songs from the first record
hook. On stage this is reversed. along the way. The highlight
The power trio is a hard rock of the set was an extended "My
band with occasional pop ten- Operator," which sounded undencies. Christmas have energy, cannily like live Who circa
enthusiasm, and pizazz. Quite Tommy. It also featured a wondsimply: they rock.
erfully annoying guitar sound,
The focus of the band is
a combination droning/clicking,
guitarist/vocalist Michael Cu- which I have never heard before.
dahy. He is a competent guit(Sorry guitar fans, I couldn't see
arise, pounding out chord upon how he did it because he put his
chord in an une'nding din of back to the audi"ence.) Also
rhythm; his vocals (not mixed highly entertaining were the
high enough Saturday) are in- caustic "Richard Nixon" ("Riteresting, but nothing spectac- chard Nixon sees you/ Richard
ular.
Nixon sees through you"), the
Michael looks and plays the jokingly pro-nuke "Warhog,"
part of "Rock Star," but his self and the laughable "Hot Dog."
depreciating patter between
Overall, a pleasant time was
songs undermines this act. His
had by all, especially the pathetic
boyish, innocent face, a cross out-patient-in-training who
between Andrew McCarthy and
hangs around the Rat screaming
Michael Keaton, makes a srrikand pouring beer all over himing juxtaposition witb- his
self and others. What a jerk. A
manner of dress: Orange canvas
total ba!I of crud. I hope he reads
high tops running halfway up this. If he can. Which I doubt.
his calves, ~., old pair of khaki Go see Christmas.

The Rat, Boston

Nicholas Cadahy on guitar and vocals, Liz Cox on drums and vocals and Michael Cudahy
o~ bass form the trio Christmas. They appeared at The Rat in Boston this past weekend.

,
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The Zulus ... and more
By Arthur Lizie
The Zulus Down On The
Floor (Slash Records) - Rising
from the ashes of Human Sexual
Response, Boston's The Zulus
are another in a long line of
would-be Zeppelin bands. But
unlike losers like Kingdom
Come, The Zulus borrow more
from the spirit of the band than
the exact chord changes .
They ' ve got good songs, but
they 've also got a vibrant, if
unidentifiable energy. Singer
Larry Bangor (that's not really
a rock and roll name, is it?) has
a bluesy voice and a Plant-ish
tendency to juxtapose rather
than compliment his words with
the music. Highlights include
the sonic "Too Much" and the
Page-ish, hypnotically repetitive
"Skinny Dip." Husker Du fans
hoping for a clone band because
of the presence of Bob Mould
as producer will be disappointed. The only Du-tendency is the
thick guitar layering. Down On
The Floor is a solid debut.
Sweet Baby It's a Girl (Ruby
Records) - Sweet Baby's It's A
Girl is ·a must listen for any
Ramones or surf music fan,
_which are often concurrent
activities. It's fast, furious,
mindless fun with a hard edge: ·
Three chords and distortion .
Singer Dallas Denery sports a
tuneful monotone which per-fectly echoes the lyric's nonchalant attitude. Highlights include
"Baby Baby Baby Baby Baby
Baby Baby I Love You," no
further comment needed, "Daddy Cool," Beatie Paul doing
Little Richard, and "Two Tons
of Dynamite," featuring the line

"One and one and one is two
/ I guess my brain has come
unglued," a Ramones line if ever
there was one. The only annoying aspect of this retro-rock is
the retro-sexism inherent in
aping the language of early
sixties; I just don't need to hear
the word "girl'' twelve thousand
times in a half hour when
refering to women. Annoying
but forgivable. A good record.
Show of Hands (I.R.S. Records) - Now that bands with
a social conscience are hip again,
we've got more than we need.
Not that it's bad to be socially
conscious, in fact, it's good, but
enough is enough. The latest
band to join the ranks is Show
of Hands. Show of Hands is a
two male, one female trio that
sounds remarkably like the midseventies introspective/ acoustic
movement· which featured Janis
Ian, James Taylor, and Cat
Stevens among others. This isn't
surprising since David Kershenbaum, who has produced everyone from Cat Stevens to
Supertramp and Joe Jackson to
Tracy Chapman, produced the
disc. It also isn't bad: pleasant
but unremarkable. The highlights are the witty double
entendre "Like Animals," the
melodica-laden (melodicaladen?) "Retribution," and the
al~rmingly resonant "Think
Again." At least they're not
Debbie Gibson.
The Skels How Do You Like
It Here Now?_ (Mystery
Fez/I.LA.) - Well, you knew
it had to happen eventually:
Replacements clone bands.
Well, at leg<:t I knew it had to

happen, seeing as there are so
many hip people out there. ··
"Misery Loves Company" is
straight out of the Paul Westerberg Big Note Songbook:
ragged vocals, ringing guitars,
and standard, but surprising, ,
chord changes. How about "Got- ·
ta See The Doctor?" Does the
title remind you of any Replacement titles, say, "Take Me To
The Hospital?" Just asking. To
sink even lower, parts of "Lunchbox" come straight from the
Ramones' "Blitzkrieg Bop." At
least other bands have the
dignity to mask a bit when they
steal from the Ramones. So
what's it all mean? More power
to The Skels. Steal where you
can and make up the rest. It's
only rock and roll and How Do
You Like It Here Now knows
it.
Indigo Girls (Epic Records)
- For the first half of this review,
see the Show of Hands review
above, until the "enough is
enough" part. Finished? Good.
The latest band to join the ranks
is Indigo Girls. These two
women are not so much socially
conscious as very stlf aware.
"Closer To Fire" echoes the
Hindu learn-more-stayingthan-leaving philosophy, in so
much as you can encompass an
entire philosophic perspective
in five words strung together
by dashes. Hothouse Flowers
appear on the song. The disc
is produced by Scott Litt, so the
presence of R.E.M. (for those
who still care about them) on
"Tried To Be True" and "Kid
Fears" is not surprising. Indigo
Girls is nice, but nothing new.

Last week magician-comedian, Tom Haye mesmerized crowd
photo by Carrie Bucklin
with laughs as well as magic.

Therapy
By Justin McCarter ·
I'm not saying that Durham
is dull, but it's no Boston ( or
Dover for that matter). But I'm
here to tell you that a cure has
been found for the DD' s (Durham Doldrums), a cure 60 or
so people took last Wednesday
to relieve their cronic boredom.
This simple remedy is the MUB
Pub Comedy Night. It costs less
than a Hood House cold pack
and is significantly more fun.
Jennifer Hoag opened the
show and began the treatment.
Relating to her audience as only
a professional can, Hoag looked
down at her black socks, blue
dress, and hot pink jacket and
said dryly, "I haven't done
laundry in a year."
She continued her act with
a number of jokes from the
standard but funny comic theme
like mothers, feminists, homosexuals, and The Wizard of Oz.
She also drew upon some fond
high school memories of that
species of humans called the
"Headers." They were the ones
who had their trucks jacked up
o hi h that the had to ut

Skin

·

lights on top as warning to low
flying planes.
Jackie Flynn was the middle
man. A fast-paced, stylishly hip
Boston local, Flynn was the most
polished comedian of the night.
He rained parody and insight
upon the appreciative audience.
Commenting o.n the influx of
outrageous drink names these
days, "a Mud Slide, a Hop Skip
and Get Laid, Sex on the Beach
- Sand Up Your Ass?! What's
next?!?" Flynn was definitely
curing his crowd.
Magician-Comedian Tom
Haye was able to pull a few good
ones--dare I say it?--out of the
hat. While he was no David
Copperfield, his improvisation
and easy-going style carried him
through the lulls. One unlucky
patron donated his wallet, supposedly for another trick, and
spent the next fifteen minutes
being devastated by Hayes'
impromptu hacking.
If you want to rid yourself of
the dreaded DD's, I suggest
taking advantage of the therapy
offered at the MUB PUB
Corned Ni ht once a week.

(continued from page 15)
Probably the biggest thing it.dearrhar-cne "happy" endings
Skin Deep has going for it is that their heroes meet are ironic. In
Julie Andrews is not in it. Skin Deep, I expected the ridShallow consolation, says the iculous happy ending to be a
aggrieved reviewer. John Ritter dream, but it wasn't. In fact , it
plays an ostensibly talented is one of the most shamelessly
writer who has lost his touch self-congramlatory scenes since
and consoles himself by chasing Tom Sawye_r went to his own .
all things female. This, of funeral. It made me gag.
course, irritates his wife (a Julie
Edwards' problem is that he
Andrews substitute), who tries to make both a mature,
throws)1im out early in the film. grown -up film about a man's
He spends the rest of the film
life crisis and a JO style sex
whining to his psychiatrist, his comedy. He fails on both fronts.
bartender (Vincent Gardenia), Occasionally, a few glimmers
and his ex-wife, wondering why of wit come through, but they
everyone thinks he is an obnox- are almost invariably squelched
ious, self-centered, insecure, by some bit of unbelievable
The Zulus debut with Down on the Floo~
pin-witted meat head. To the crassness . Edwards' view of
grating;
• viewer, it is obvious that he is women is particularly
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• all of these things. Thus, it is they are eit h er sex o b jeers or
absurd at the end of the film clinging matrons. There's no
.
r
when he suddenly decides to neutral ground.
~ reform, writes a best seller, gets
This film has gained more
• his wife back, and everybody notoriety than it deserves for
The Portsmouth Academy of Performing Arts will open their production of MAN OF ! loves him again.
a rather lengthy glow in the dark
LA MANCHA on Friday, March 31 at 8:00 p.m. The show runs through April 16 on Fridays i
If all of this exudes an odor condom scene. I might have
and Saturdays at 8:00 p.m. and Sundays at 3:00 p.m. Tickets are $10 for Friday performances, : of wish fulfillment, then I found this scene funnier if 1)
$12 for Saturdays and $8 for Sundays. Call 433-4472 for ticket information.
,
: suspect rhc:1:t. there is a ~ea~on I wasn't really, really sick of
•
• for this. Whereas great film- condoms and condom jokes and
:
The Feld Ballet will be appearing at the Johnson Theater on Sunday, April 7 a'c 8:00 : .__ , m~ke'"{s 1)"ike Wb~dy Allen or. J) I ?idn't get the uncomf~rtable
• .p.m. For ticket information call 862-2290.
• Federico Fellini have been able . feel mg that I was watchmg an
:
, : .. to putl _oft;·u-~isfiin:-c\·i*Utlins ~· ~-ratfd version_ of T~reeJs
:
Jon Butcher is coming to UNH on April 21st. Tickets will be on sale March 29th at the • (Stardust Memories an.cl, $ 1/2, _. c_ompan)!. ~n? tu.st thrnk, I
: MU13-Ticker6ffit:e. --- - - - - -·• - - ---- ·- - - -- - - - - -- - - - : respectively) they have niacle · · ex-peered 1t robe-worse. · ··
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STRESS AND ANXIETY
Coping with stress ... #38
Coping with Anxiety ... #30
Understanding grief... #85
Death and dying ... #84
How to handle fears ...#33
Conflict and meditation ... #312
Relaxation exercises ... #37

~ L F IMPROVEMEN:
Time management ... #15
/
Self-assertiveness ... #402
Standing up for yourself... #10
f Building self-esteemed confidence...#35
Learning to accept yourself... #44
Becoming independent from parents ... #478
The value and use of self-talk. .. #36

I
I
I
I
\

What is counseling and ho:_do I use

:? -: ~

SEXUALITY
Female sex roles ... #39
Female homosexuality ...#20
Female orgasm problems ... #22
Male sex roles ... #40
Male homosexuality ... #21
Dealing with impotence ... #23
_________,~riming problems in male sexuality ... #24

I
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HEALTH RELATED ISSUES
I've been raped, what do I do? ... #315
Aquaintance rape ... #319
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia... #215
Dealing with an alcoholic parent ... #479
Early signs of an alcohol problem ... #160
Responsible decisions about drinking ... #161
Herpes- symptoms and diagnosis ... #209
AIDS- reducing the risks ... #225
AIDS- symptoms and diagnosis ... #218

FRIENDSHIP AND DATING
friendship building ...#1
Helping a friend ... #90
Dating skills ... #18
Infatuation or love? ... #70
Considerations in looking for a mate ...#71
Types of intimacy ... #3
physical intimacy ...#4
Coping with a broken relationship ... #83

ANGER
Dealing with anger ...#8
Fighting constructively ... #5
Understanding and dealing with jealousy ... #9
Expressing negative thoughts and feleings ... #6
Dealing with constructive criticism ...#7

DEPRESSION
What is depression? ...#431
How to deal with depression ...#432
How to deal with lonliness ... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others ... #492

Dial 862-3554 any night from 3:00-12 am and select the tape you wish to hear. The
tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape is over, a CoolAid member will come back on the line! The tapeli~e is a service provided by CoolAid in conjunction with the Counseling and Testing Center. Cool-Aid is a student run,
student funded organization.
our hotline number is 862-2293

EARN $300, $400, $500
a week

atMAMA LEONE'S
-

RESTAURANT
(Hampton Beaches busiest, & favorite restaurant-a great place to work
this summer)

Mama Leone's is located in Hillcrest Hotel (across from children's
playgroung, Hampton Beach, NH)
Come in and apply
Saturday and Sunday
April 1,2; April 8,9 between 11 and 3
or call Gus for an appointment 926-5576
•
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Letters
Food
To the Editor:
As I was planning our Easter
dinner menu, I was haunted by
pictures of-hungry people in our
country and abroad. Should we not
have Easter dinner? That would
not insure the hungry. would be fed.
However, I do know of an organization that is effective in addressing the root causes of the homeless,
affected and hungry: CROP, a part
of Church World Services. More
than 30 denominations in the U.S.,
in cooperation. with colleague agencies, develop projects to help people
create for themselves a better
quality of life.
This semester the UNH Chaplins
Association, the Durham churches,
the Coalition for the Homeless,
Panhellenic Council and other
interested people have planned a
series of events to raise money for
CROP. An information and awareness night was attended by 100
students. A Fast to Fight Hunger
raised $347.
April 6 there will be a unique
dining experience from 5 to 7 p.m.
in the Carrol Belknap Room of the
MUB ... a Hunger Banquet. Tickets
are $5 and are on sale at the MUB
ticket office. Your donation will
go to CROP. Deadlines for tickets
is Thursday, March 30.
April 9 at 1 p.m. the annual
CROP WALK will begin from the
lawn between the MUB and Parking
Lot C. Routes are four and ten miles.
People get sponsors, then collect
according to the distance they walk.
This is a community event that
brings caring people together. The
Durham Rotary Club provides
refreshments, safety arrangements
and laying out the routes. All ages,

shapes, sizes and degrees of mobility
come out. I invite you to join in.
Churches, residence halls and campus ministries have sponsored
envelopes. Rev. Gail and Paul
. Murphy-Geiss are coordinating the
event.
I hope you had a blessed Easter.
I also hope that you will participate
in the Hunger Banquet and/or
CROP WALK next week so that
others can look forward with hope
to tomorrow. Every 60 seconds 28
people die from hunger-related
causes. One child of every 10 in the
world dies before its first birthday.
Our sharing can make a difference.
Jeanne Wetherby, Chaplin to UNH
Asst. Chaplin, Catholic Student
Center

Women
To the Editor:
The following is a copy of a letter
sent to President Haaland on March
24, 1989.
Dear President Haaland:
I recently learned that the position of Coordinator of the President's Commission on the Status
of Women is one of the Positions
frozen in response to the current
budget crisis. I also understand that
selected positions can be "unfrozen"
at your discretion. I strongly urge
you to take this action with respect
to the Women's Commission post.
To give you some idea of the
importance of the Women's 'Commission on this cam pus, I'd like to
tell you of the difference it's made
to me. I first learned of the commission shortly after coming to
UNH. At the time, having just
arrived from California to take up
a research position in the Zoology
Department, I was feeling some
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trepidation about being able to fit
in here: isolation is always a
problem for women scientists.
Hearing of the Women's Commission and its many programs gave
me much needed assurance that I
was not alone. Indeed, I've since
gotten to know women from all
over campus through participation
in Women's Network Breakfasts,
A WIS, and especially through the
events of Women's History Week.
My percption of the quality of life
for women at UNH has been
greately influenced by my participation in these programs. Had they
not existed, I'm not certain I would
have stayed.
On a more political note, past
support for the activities of the
Women's Commission sent a strong
message to the women of UNH that
the Administration is cognizant
of the special challenges presented
to women by sexist attitudes rooted
within the structure of our society,
and within the minds of many
individuals within it. These attitudes, unfortunately, are as common
here at UNH as they are anywhere
else. Support of the Women's
Commission amounts to support
for the concept of women on
campus working together to dismantle these attitudes. Conversely,
lack of support amounts to denial
of the importance of this goal.
Administration failure to promptly
hire a new coordinator can easily
be taken as just such a lack of
support. I feel certain that this is
not the message you wish to send
to the women of this community.
I urge you to reopen the search
for a new coordinator of the Women's commission innediately. A fulltime coordinator is essential if the
commission is to maintain its
present vitality.
Sincerely yours,
Leslie A Barber
Postdoctoral Reasearch Associate
Department of Zoology

Integrity
To the Editor:
I am writing thi•s letter in response to the one I read in your
· March 24 issue. It was entitled
"INTEGRITY," and written by Ishi
Burdett. It is easier to praise one
candle than to curse the darkness.
To know that one person is concerned, does my heart good. As I
have found out that when one is
in trouble, friends shy away. They
have such pat answers as, why don't
you just get another job and forget
it. These are the young people. The
old friends say, that's the way the
world is, you just can't win. There
does not seem to be a balance. It's
all based on running away from the
responsibility of trying to make a
more just and fair world. It's called
running from pain. And when you
run away from legitimate pain,
you're running away from growth
and developing a conscience. That
is dangerous socially. Look what
happened in Germany.
Freedom has a price called eternal
vigilance. And if no one is willing
to pay that price then might will
rule.
I am fifty one years old and it is
not as easy to just start all over
again. If I was guilty of poor job
performance I would have learned
something positive from this experience and would be the better
for it. But that reason is not the
truth. This I know for a fact.
There is a bad under current
going through this University, it's
becoming socially acceptable to
become apathetic to other people's
problems with injustice. To turn
ones head and not get involved is
the rule of the times. If this is going
to be the rule who is going to set
the example to the ones that follow.
Reap what you sow.
It's the youth of this country that
have the opportunity to change the
direction of humanity, while their
responsibilities are light. This they
can do by fighting for what they
believe in and in doing so, set the
example to the ones that will follow
them. It is not easy and most times

painful. But it is eftenive and always
will be. Freedom has a price and
if you're not willing to pay it than
you will lose it.
My situation at this University
is not earth shaking but it is a sign
of the times to come. If this can be
done to me it can be done to you.
When there are two points of
view that are totally opposing each
other, the statement, because I am
stronger, does not mean it's right.
The saying, there is safety in
numbers has lost its meaning. If
a challenge is given and is large
enough a compromise must be met
in the end, if you do not give up
because you believe in your cause.
I have had to pull back from my
protest at the University because
I can not fight everybody's battle.
I am in the process of trying to pick
up the pieces of my life and go on.
It is going to be the most enlightening part of my whole life. I am
about to learn what it's like to look
at this world with different eyes
than the eyes that I had when I
decided to work at the University.
I guess I am what you would have
called an idealist. I was of the nature
that I wanted to believe in people
to do the right thing if given the
chance and some facts. I preferred
to believe in the good. I understood
the bad and I realized it was from
ignorance. But after my hirch with
U.N.H., I don't know what to think
anymore.
I tobk the job with the University
thinking that I would be in an
environment of intellect. Ar that
time I needed to be reassured that
justice does flourish with intelligence. I'm sorry to say that I think
I was wrong. I have found out that
injustice flourishes just as much.
With intelligence it just makes it
harder to get caught.
That's what hurt the most. I have
had what you would call a rude
awakening. This is what makes me
so afraid for the future. As I know
I will be having a very hard time
since I can not in my heart change
and misuse my brain in hurting
another person. I will only use it
to help.
It was Sunday night the 26th
when I was at the Diamond library.
I was waiting outside the library
for it to open at six. I was sitting
down on the wall looking at the
words that were etched into the
granite. I struck up a conversation
with a young lady and we were
talking about my situation at
U.N.H. I was feeling very low at
that time. I made the remark that
when they were building the library
they had to put something there.
It didn't matter what they put there.
I was bitter.
When I got home I sat down to
read Mr. Haaland's problems in
your paper. That was when I read
the letter to the editor. That was
when I realized that the words that
I was talking about to that young
lady that were on the library were
tha same words that I read in that
letter. Those words were, "YOU
SHALL KNOW THE TRUTH
AND IT SHALL MAKE YOU
FREE."
It does not make me free, it makes
me sad, and afraid of my future. I
know that there are people in this
system that know my situation. But
they will not or can not do anything
about it. I have written another
lette~ to Mr. Haaland since I got
a reply from him on March 6,
stating that his review of my case
indicates that my termination was
conducted properly and that I was
given every opportunity to perform
at an acceptable level during the
initial probationary period.
In the letter that I wrote back to
him, I gave him an original copy
of my three month review. The one
that l_:e saw in my personnel (sic)

file with Humans Resources was
different from the original that I
have. I asked him why this was so.
I got that review back from my
supervisor around the 25th of
November. It had something written on it that was to let me know
how well I had done. I was given
a mark of "A" on it with an O.K.
and it was initialed by Julie Yates
the director of Stilling Dinning
Hall. I asked Mr. Haaland why this
was missing. He has not written
back and explained to me yet. I know
this is true because I knew there
would be a cover up. So I went to
the Human Resources and got a
copy of what Mr. Haaland would
read. I also have a copy of what was
in my file. And my mark on the
three month review is missing.
WHY?
People do not hide something
unless they do not want it to be seen.
Why?
You mean to say that my job
performance deteriorated in less
than nine days to the point that I
was put on notice. I needed my job
as I was trying to keep my head
above water. I was in serious
financial trouble. Do you think I
would cut my own neck?
No I'm not that intelligent, but
I let somebody that was, do it for
me.
Maybe I can use this paper to
write about what is going on in my
matter. You would not believe it.
I can't myself.
That's why I say, Thank-You Ishi
Burdett whoever you are. You have
inspired me to go on with this
battle.
I must set the record straight
though. You made two mistakes
in your letter. No harm done but
I am a stickler for truth.
I was not a pilot in the Navy, but
I was an electrician and a crew
member for the plane that got
destroyed. -And yes it did cause me
to deeply search as to why I was
spared. That is why in my youth
I was involved in civil rights that
are not popular. But that crash gave
me the feeling that I was spared
for a reason. That reason has put
meaning into my life.
And it was not my great grandfather but my great grandfather six
generations ago, by the same name
of Jacob Burton who helped to draw
up the Constitution for Vermont,
which by the way was one of the
first against slavery, who donated
the land that was used to build a
school. That school was to teach
the Indians how to fit in the white
man's world. It later became Dartmouth. U.N.H. is an extension of
it.
That was why I was so excited
about my job. It meant that I could
do research at the library on my
heritage. My history is in there.
Do you think that I would have
done anything that would have
jeopardized my job? That research
was going to be part of my future.
I was looking forward to the time
where I might be able to take some
classes in english and writing so
I would be able to leave something
behind for my family.
So far all I have are some pictures
of a silly old man willing to stand
up and take his clothes off in 10
degree weather, for justice, the only
way I knew how.
I only went to the eighth grade.
But in those short years of schooling
I did learn something of honor,
truth and integrity. After being
through what the University has
to offer I know that I am qualified
to teach there.
Sincerely,
Richard A. St. Jean
A concerned human as to
what is really being taught
to young AMER ICANS
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Don't miss this
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College Class Ring!
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CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE

1983 Chevy Malibu. Runs great! Recently
tuned; no rust, AM-FM Radio, snow tires,
seats six! $1995 or B.O. Call 742-9355.
Marshall Special Edition Micro-Stack Guitar
AMP. Less than one-year-old. Retails tor
$300. Asking $250. Call Russ 862-4030.
1987 Mustang LX Hatchback, Automatic,
33,000 miles. Balance of 6 -yr unlimited
mile warra,nty (4), sunroof, cruise, power
locks, undercoated, call Glenn (603)6927487 days, and 749-8~40 nights. $7900.00.
1979 VW Rabbit (fuel injected) . Good
condition . Two Basswood rollup shades
for porch (7 by 9 feet). Two porch rugs (4
by 6 feet). 1980 small (70 cc) Honda
motorcycle/ motor scooter. Three birchwood cabinet doors (18 by 24) inches;
Platform bed 30. Call 868-2296.
For Sale - 1983 Nissan 4x4 King Cab. High
Mileage, but in great condition. Kenwood
Stereo and Equalizer, CB, Northhander
Custom fiberglass cap, and many other
great extras. Must see to really appreciate.
Call Chris @ 749-671 5.
1984 Subaru GL -10 FWD Station wagon
in excellent condition throughout . All
possible options . Spotless interior. $3950
or Reasonable otter. 868-5122.
Bicycle tor sale. Male FUJI, Royal II, 23",
Twelve Speed . Good Condition . Asking
$200 . Contact Donna Marie, 862-2607,
8:30-4:30.
1977 Saab. Great commuter car. $500 or
B.O. 332-7214.
For Sale: the opportunity to toss kegs and
impress your friends. Kappa Sig April 29th.
Realistic Dual Cassette Deck. Auto reverse,
hi -speed dubbing, metal position, contin uous play, Dolby B/C. Must sell - $150,
negotiable. Call Susan at 868-2511 .
1986 Mercury Topaz GS. 45,000 miles,
good condition, $4800. 868-2511.
1988 Hyundai Excel GL. Sunroof & stereo
- Summer! Must make room for new
purchase. $5200. Excellent condition. 8687327 ,. evenings.

fflPUIMED
Washington Mortgage Company Incorporated is seeking aggressive graduating
seniors to earn $50,000 to $75,000 per year
or more! Participate in our mortgage training
program and advance to the prestigious
position of loan officer. Working conditions
are excellent with a generous commission
structure. Territories are now available
in your area to service; Realtors, Builders,
Developers, Accountants, Attorneys and
other sources of mortgage origination.
Candidates must be professional, have
excellent communication and organizational skills and possess some sales
aptitude. Find a great career opportunity
in banking and finance at Washington
Mortgage while positions are still available.
Washington Mortgage has over 100 (ONE
HUNDRED) easy to work with loan programs, Including; Residential, Commercial,
and Investor. Contact us now as to when
we will be interviewing: ·1-800-327-0292.
RECEPTIONIST /SECRETARY - Organizational skills, independent judgement
and ability to work with minimum supervision are required tor position in the
Strafford County Prenatal and Family
Planning Clinic. Responsible tor general
office organization, including assisting
clients and general public, answering
phones, preparation and tiling of patient
records and collection of fees. Good
interpersonal skills essential. Submit
resume with cover letter in confidence to:
Executive Assistant, Strafford County
Prenatal & Family Planning Program, PO
Box 791, Dover N.H., 03820.
Office Workers needed: Two UNH College
Work Study positions available at the Social
Security office in Portsmouth, NH . Pays
$6.00 per hour. Applicants must be approved for College Work Study by UNH.
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
Phone sales evening positions available,
flexible work days, hourly pay and bonus.
For details call after 4:00 pm, 431-1963.
Can you play the guitar, juggle, dance, or
yodel? Do you have a band or do you sing
in the shower? If so, consider performing
at GIBBS AID, April 22 . It will be a great
way to make a debut and help a local charity
at the same time. For details contact Jane
at 862-4250.

HEY EAGER BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS' Now is your chance
to put your persuasive selling skills to work.
Become part of MAIN STREET'S advertising staff tor next ·year'! We nc-ied live: y,
energetic people who want ha1?ds on
experience and the chance to earn commissions, toot Stop by Room 153 MUB or
call 862 -2730. Deadline is April 20th. CALL
NOW!
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS. Good sJmmer
job in Nashua tor major High-tech company. Call FIELD EXPERIENCE, 862 -1184.
Town of Newington looking tor year round
Recreation Director. 15-24 hours/week.
Starting $7.50. Send Resume to Newington
Town Hall, Recreation Committee, Newington, NH 03801 .

Wanted Assistant Directors and Staff tor
Summer Kids Program . June 26-August
17 , Monday-Thursday 23 hours/week ,
$6.50 per hour tor Assistant Directors. For
· Staff, July 6-Aug. 17, Monday-Thursday
22 hours/week, $5.50 per hour. Call (603)
436-7640.
Plan tor your FALL WORK/STUDY JOB
now: It you are a student with a 2.5 GPA
who wants a challenging position in a
friendly, supportive environment , apply
to be a tutor/ counselor at TASK, Bookstore
Parking Lot by April 17th.
SKI and SAIL. Hiring Managment Trainees
tor retail sportswear shops. Spend winters
at Killington and Pico ski areas and
summers in Nantucket and Martha 's
Vineyard. Contact ERIKA LUFF (802)4220 -9896. Northern Pursuit/Island Pur-·
suit, PO Box 347, Killington VT, 05751 .

· Dover - 1 bedroom apt. newly painted, gas
heat, parking , K-van . $300/month and
utilities Pet negotiable. Security deposit
and references. 742-6447 after 7 PM.

M/F Roomate to share my convenient
home in Eliot. Private upstairs , 2rms &
closet. Share bath, L.R., D.R., W/D. $375.00
mo. Ult. included . 207-439-5236 Leave
message

PERSONALS
RA GT IME . That 's what it's all about.
RAGTIME.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ... teel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
862-3405 ; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept . 862 -1313; Marianne Fortescue , Student Activities 862 -1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376 ;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050.
Sue, 3 weeks ago everything about you
was as pure as the driven snow- -what really
happened outside the bathroom door in
Tijuana?
To Bill's Escort Service: Nice picture! What
you see is what you get?? Could be scary!'
Guess who?
Stretch , sorry for just leaving you sitting
in my room . Can you ever forgive? It will
never happen again. Come and visit again
soon. Luv, T.

SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT.
Mexico is the place for horn Suzy-Q's!!
EARN $2500-$3500 . National campaign
. VOTE DESMARAIS and STERNDALE!!
positions to pass clean air act, stop toxic
Proven leaders with realistic goals. April
pollution, tighten pesticide controls and /
11 and 12th vote!
promote comprehensive recycling , availCeli and Bete keep up the hard ... work. able in 18 states & D.C . Interviews on
Bull
campus 3/27, 28. Call Kate at 1-800-622-

2292 .
GUIDO MURPHY 'S, Cape Cod's hottest
restaurant - bar complex . Interview weekend ;'Saturday, April 22, 11-6, Sunday,
April 23 , Noon-5. Season May 25 September 4 and more. Corner of West
Main and Sea Streets, Hyannis, MA. COME
ON DOWN!
Disabled person in search of personal care
attendant tor the summer. Salary 6.25/hr.
28 hours/wk. Job description: assist with
personal grooming, food shopping, house
cleaning , accessible to students on UNH
campus . Cc=il, 868 -1986, leave message.

HOUSfNG

LOVE THE OUTDOORS? Make money
teaching young people to love it too!
Envirunmental educator position in Maine.
CALL FIELD EXPERIENCE, 862-1184.
Jon - Now you can 't feel left out, you've
got a personal this week! Do me a favor,
would ya?! Next time you start thinking too
much, think.about me, k? I'm thinkin' about
you! love ME
HEY EAGER BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATION MAJORS! Now is your chance
to put your persuasive selling skills to work.
Become a part of MAIN STREET'S advertising staff for next year!! We need lively,
energetic people who want hands on
experience and the chance to earn commissions, too! Stop by Rm . 153 MUB or call
862 -2730. Deadline is April 20th . CALL
NOW!

Need Summer Housing? I need female
roomies to share room in condo in Dover
6 miles from campus . $300/month . In cludes utilities. Call Jenn 749-4031 .

George, Kelly, Dennis, Melissa, Eileen, &
Co. Thanks tor your help and support. I
need someone to share those snotties with
at2 a.m.!

Dover modern, newly done apartment. 3bedroom, $695.00. Includes heat, water,
parking, K-van stop. Available May 31 . 14 roommates needed. Call 743-4474 after
2:00 pm. Ask tor Joanne or Donna.

The Minidorms are still accepting appli cations tor residency for the tall. If you are
interested in Special Interest housing, pick
up an application at Pettee House, or in
the Minidorm Office, rm 101 Richardson
House.

Summer subletters needed for great apt.
on Main St. Females only. Call 868-6013.
FREE APT . - Grad student family seeks
responsible person to share large 2-tamily
Rochester home and meals in return tor
light housekeeping and parttime childcare.
Use of beach condo included. Near bus
route. 1-335-2693.

To win a large pizza at tin palace see the
advertisement tor FAR AWAY FACTS!
Balfour Ring Company is in the MUB
Wednesday, April 5, Thursday, April 6, and
Friday, April 7, 10-3 p.m. It's never too late'!'
Order your class ring NOW from Balfour
and receive a cross pen from Balfour.

Beach House! 3-bdrm house,
$475.00/month, winterized , available for
'89-90 school year . Hampton NH. Call 9264215 (pm's).

TYPING- Lowest Prices Available! (We
know , we ' ve checked) . Free Pick up/Delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service. 749-0594.

UNH Faculty & Students - 3 -bedroom,
furnished tor ( 1989-90) semester. Rent
$475. Call Eddie at 508-851-0747 or Kim
and Marie at 926-4215.

YFANTOPULOS-JENKINS Vote April 11
and 12

. Dover - 3 bedrooms, living room , kitchen
and bath in a restored colonial. $600 month
includes heat and electricity. 4 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen & bath. $800. Month
includes Heat & hot water . 5 bedrooms.
living room, den, kitchen and bath .
$765/month. Lease required, no pets. Call
742-7908 between 7-9 PM.
Dover. Furnished room. Private entrance,
1 /2 bath, micro., cable, refrigerator, k-van .
$60/week. Deposit. References. 742-6447
after 7 PM.

-

Durham - Furnished single bedrooms with shar.ed bathroom for female students only.
Available for 1989-90 academic year .
Private entrance . Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. $1100 per semester including
utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4 PM.
-

Demarais and Sterndale - Way to be! We
are behind you all the way! You can count
on us! The Blue House Boys!
Phi Mu Rock-a-than April 5, 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Merrimack Room, MUB. All proceeds are
donated to the Children's Miracle Network.
PREGNANT? We may be able to ease the
burden of this difficult time in your life.
Warm, loving couple wants to adopt
newborn . Paid medical expenses. Call
Marlene and Barry collect (203) 268-5123
EATON, HALL, MARSTON, RICHARDSON,
SACKETT , and WOODRUFF, a.k .a., the
Minis. Come see what we're all about.
Applications for housing in the minis are
now being accepted. Pick one up at Pettee
House or the Minidorm Office, rm 101
Richarson . Time is running out! Do it today!

0 ... I still think you're adorable!

Way to go George and Kelly . We're behind ... Well readers.· this personal -is here to tell
you. -Liz and Kris.
you all about a happy ending to a lost coat
story. To whomever returned the black and
NH House Speaker Douglas Scammon .
white coat to Sigma Nu the week before
April 10th Senate Room 7:30 p.m. FREE.
break - Thank You tor ye,ur honesty.
Brought to you by George YFANTOPULOS
and Kelly JENKINS.
Loving couple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can, please call us collect at (603) 4484329.

Good luck Mike Desmaris and Chris
Sterndale. We know you can do it' Show
UNH what you can do! -Suzanne, Erin, and
Christine

Creative Portraits are being offer ed to
graduating seniors, theatre majors, musicians, or other interested persons. Each
work is comp letely original and of a highly
expressive nature. Photographs can be
taken in a variety of locations on campus
and are crafted on tine art black and white
prints . For more into or other interest,
contact Michael Borchardt at work 862 1485 or home 431-7366.

Adoption : educated farm couple otters love,
stability , wonderful lite, room to grow .
Expenses paid. Call collect Susan a·nd Alan
802-592-3384

------------

GEORGE YFANTOPULOS-KELL Y JENKINS. THE RIGHT CHOICE.

-------

Matt, Denms, Eileen . Melissa, Pete, Paul,
Ed, Slim and everyone else. Thanx, George
and Kelly

-------------

Good luck George' Slim, Ed, and

TYPING - Lowest prices ·available! (We
know, We ' ve checked). Free Pickup /Delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 749-0594.

SERVtCtS
TAE KWON -DO, the Art ot ~ell-defense.
For more information call Hwang 's Tae
Kwon-Do at 743-6500.

THINKING ABOUT GETTING INVOLVED?
Well , now is your chance! MAIN STREET
MAGAZINE would be the perfect opportunity tor you to put your talents to work.
WHAT? You don't know what you could
possibly do for us! There are loads of
possibilities. Just stop by our office in Room
153 MUB and find out what they are, or
call 862-2730. We'd love to hear from you!

Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc. Experienced, .
efficient, reasonable rates , quick-return.
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
You may already be on the cover of our ·
Graduate Students in Science calendar.
We are offering you the opportuniiy to be
Scientist of the month and get your picture
on one of next year's Rages. If you are not
interested, read no further. We are looking
for motivated people and innovative ideas
to promote science and Engineering on
campus. You are interested, so please call
Greg at 862-2359.

To win a Large Pizza at Tin Palace see the
advertisement tor FAA AWAY FACTS!
The Minidorms are a unique place to live,
and we 're looking tor all kinds of people
to live there! Pick up an application for
Special Interest Housing at the Minidorm
office, Rm 101 Richardson, or at Pettee
House. Do it today! You'll be happy you
did'

Skate sharpening. Cross-country ski rental.
Durham Bike, 868-5634.

For those who loved the NOTABLES at the
Niche ... we expect to see you on Saturday,
April 29th in Murkland 110 at 8 p.m.-- you'll
love it- we promise!

Need a band for you party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll. Jason : 7 42-1858, Doug : 7 433505.

Mark your calendars now!! THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE NOTABLES' Spring Concert
is Saturday, April 29th- don't miss it!

Typing/word processing, Professional
quality, reasonable rates. Spelling accuracy
included. Call 742-2037, Dover.

KICK-ME-DOG- Have you decided yet or
not?! I can tell from your face you don 't
know what I'm talking about... I'm talking
about Jon Butcher!! Are you working the
show or buying tix at the MUB ticket office?
You could buy a student ticket tor a mere
$5! -China

TYPING - Lowest prices available! (We
know, we ' ve checked). Free pickup/delivery. Spelling. Editing service. Call
Beckwith-Douglas Service 749-0594.
TAE KWON - DO. the art of self-defense.
For more information call Hwang's Tae
Kwon-Do at 743-6500

Loving couple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can, please al! us collect at (603)448-4329.

Need a band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll. Jason : 7 42 - 1858, Doug : 7 433505.

Little T, Wanna go see Jon Butcher? Tickets
are still on sale in MUB Tix office tor April
21st show at 8:00. $5 for you, $10 tor nonstudents. Expand your horizons and get
oft the couch! -J.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, professional quality, reasonalbe rates. Spelling
accuracy included. Call 742-2037, Dover.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Now hiring Men and
Women. Summer and Career Opportunities
(will train). Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Carribean, Etc . CALL
NOW! (206) 736-7000, Ext. 465 . (Call
refundable)

Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc. Experienced,
efficient, reasonalbe rates, quick- return.
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
SKATE SHARPENING. X-C SKI RENTAL.
Durham Bike 868-5634

U.N.H. Bookstore Sidewalk Sale- April 18,
19, and 20. 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
DESPERATELY SEEKING ... Two (2) tickets
to the Friday, April 14th Gourmet Dinner.
If you can help, call Chris at 862-3559.
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE AT THE U.N.H. BOOKSTORE, Hewitt Hall
To my favorite seashell- I love you

.,

Remember Secretary's Day : April 26th!
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You may already be on the cover of our
Graduate Students in Science calender.
We are offering you the opportunity to be
Scientist of the Month and get your picture
on one of next year's pages. If you are not
interested, read ·no further. We are looking
for motivated people and innovative ideas
to promote Science and Enginerring on
Campus. You are interested, so please call
Greg at 862-2359.

.,

.,
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Join in a "Dining Experience"

H·V:NG£R
BAN\t_V£T
An event to raise awareness and
help Crop stop hunger.

Aprj/6th from 5:00 to 7:00 Carroll Belknap
Room of the MUB.
Adults - $5.00, under 18 - $2.50
Sponsored by the UNH Chaplans' Association, The Panhellenic
Council, and the Coalition for the Homeless.
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Cycling shines
at Annapolis
By Mike Stinson
The UNH cycling ream travelled co Annapolis, Maryland
last weekend to start their 1989
season. The 'Cars came out
storming from the start and
took a second place finish, just
four seconds behind the
winners, Navy.
Competiton was tight the
entire weekend as several
schools made a bid for victory.
The U.S. Military Academy,
West Point, kept at UNH's
heels, only 22 seconds behind
the Wildcats. Rounding out the
top five were the University uf
Massachusetts (last season's
Northeast Regional Champions) and the University of
Maryland, respectively. Altogether, the race had 100 entrants
in the collegiate 'A' division.
The weekend did nor start our
on a good note for the 'Cats. The ·
team's van did not arrive until
5:30 p.m. Friday and registration was scheduled for 6:00,
leaving that night's riders without time to even eat. Despite
the hardship, UNH did have
two good performances in the
time trials. Marc Gullickson
took seventh place while Tom
Cooke placed 12th before being
forced to withdraw for the
·competition with a bad knee.
Saturday saw the Wildcats
take part in a 50 kilometer
closed-circuit criterium 'A' race.
Doug Tanner pulled away fror.n

the crowd about a third of the
way into the race and held the
lead for 15 of the race's 40 laps,
at one point building up a lead
of 30 seconds.
Tanner's teammates, Marc
Gullickson and Emanuel Betz,
did a fine job of blockin 6 for
him, helping him maintain the
lead. It was not to be, however,
as a strong headwind slowed
Tanner down considerably.
This, combined with the exherrion from riding away from the
rest of the pack, allowed the
other riders to overtake him.
The three from UNH finished
together and found themselves
holding second place overall.
A 90 K road race was on the
agenda for Sunday, and the 'Cats
found themselves trailing Navy
by a scant four seconds. Tanner,
Gullickson and Betz rode an
aggressive race in an attempt
co catch a four man break but
were unable to do so. The trio
finished with a pack of riders,
which include the Navy team,
and managed to hold on co
second place.
The 'B' team was a success for
the 'Cats as well. Eric Miller rode
to a third place finish while Tom
Marcin placed 10th in Saturday's
criterium. Sunday saw John
Boisuert and Bruce Bedell ride
strong races to place fourth and
fifth, respectively, in a 30 K race.
Tiffany Beck rode Sunday for

The cycling team headed to the U.S. Naval Academy over the weekend and placed second
after a brilliant performance. (Scott Miller photo)
fast pack to place 12th in the impressed with his team's per- cess. "We have a lot of expe-·
formance. "I think they did very rience and depth," he said. "We
women's road race.
To go along with the excellent well," he said. "l They] worked have an exceptionally strong
'A' team, but also 'B's and 'Cs."
performance, the UNH 'A' well as a team."
The team will next see action
Betz explained part of the
riders each finished in the top
15 overall. Gullickson paced the reason behind the team's sue- the weekend of April 15th.
'Cats with seventh ·place while •TrainersJlll(continued from page 24
Tanner cook 12th, and Betz
captured the 15th spot.
on a treatment program for that training room. Out of the 21
Coach Ken McAdams was
individual. Tom Sawyer, a so- women on the team, she semiphomore on the wrestling team, jokingly suggests chat only one
knows just how efficient they member has never made use of
the trainers' expertise. Since
can be.
Last December, he badly the gymnasts practice in the
injured his right knee in a field house, the old women's
practice match. Over winter training room in NH Hall was
break, he underwent major distant and inconvenient. Noc
reconstructive surgery. Since only does she think that the new
then, he has spent a portion of situation is more convenient,
nearly every day of the week but she also feels that it has
under the careful supervision produced a beneficial environof Dana and his staff. They work ment which brings the mens'
with him regularly, steadily and womens' teams together.
rehabilitating his rebuilt joint.
The trainers themselves have
Although Sawyer admits to also gained from the union of
being a little tired of spending the men's and women's training
so much of his time there, the staff. As Jon Dana says, "When
experience has given him a the training department is
special appreciation for what together, the services we offer
are better." He talks about how
the trainers do.
"When I went to the doctor, previously the rooms were
he said I was coming along really "separate but equal."
Now, the money allotted to
well for what can be expected
1n chis amount of time." He the department goes further,
gives the trainers credit for chis as equipment may be shared.
and praises chem for the fact He also explains how the cqmthat " ... they push you, but not binacion has resulted in a broadso hard that you' re going to get er knowledge base in the training room. If an athlete is
hurt."
Not so long ago, lase year to brought in with an injury, there
be exact, the training room was are three or four skilled profesa very different place. In fact, sionals to evaluate the situation.
there were two entirely different This is obviously a plus for both
training rooms - one for the men athletes and trainers.
The men's volleyball team came off a long break and looked_sharp, as they ran their win streak
within the field house, and one
Aside from these recent posto ten by crushing Amherst and UVM on Saturday. (Be~ Frazier photo)
for the women located down the itive changes, the success of the
road in New Hampshire Hall. department can also be attribWith the departure of former uted to. the trainers themselves.
• Women's Head Athletic Trainer Watching them work, it is
Robin Leach; and changes made apparent chat they enjoy what
yw here . .Fruuc, D,H.k, yuu name by the administration, the at- they do. 'Tm nor a big sports
in at the same rime.
By Christopher R. Moran
it."
In the second game, despite
hletic training room has been fan,". insists Dana, but he enjoys
Next up for the Wildcats are dramatically transformed.
After not having played since a 11-15 UNH loss, the defensive
working with UNH's athletes
the NECVL (New England
March 2, the UNH mens' vol- intensity picked up . For the
There are no longer "men's" and finds his job to be very
leyball team could have expected third and final game, UNH put Conference Volleyball League)
and "women's" trainers - or at rewarding. Nina Joe also likes
it all together. This, coupled playoffs on April 15. Until then,
to show some signs of rustiness.
least they prefer not be labeled the clientele and says that she
Instead, they put on a clinic in with Amherst's collapse, led to Baker will have the team scrimin chat way. All of the trainers feels her work is " ... fun, but in
all the facets of volleyball. The a 15-1 rout. This victory im- mage in order to stay in shape.
now work with both male and its own sense challenging."
Concerning the playoffs, SeinWildcats beat both Amherst proved the 'Cats divisional
Jon modestly admits that (the
female athletes in a new and
· son -the man of the hour- felt
College and the University of record co 8-1.
more spacious location. For the trainers) can't cure everything,
Against UVM, the Wildcats the ream was ready.
Vermont to run their winning
most part, athletes and trainers but they attempt to do their best.
"Right now, I feel really good
continued their winning ways,
streak to 10 matches in a row.
alike appear to be very happy In his own words, "We don't
and won easily by the scores of about the team," Stinson said.
In the first match, UNH
have a solution for every injury
with the transition.
15-6 and 15-5. In the match, "If we play to our potential, we
played Amherst in a divisional
Patty Converse, a senior on that comes in here, but we try
clash. UNH won the first game Senior tri-captain Mike Stinson can definitely win. The thing
the gymnastics team, is one of pretty hard to help out. We're
was in Baker's words "fantastic." that scares me, is the 'X-factor'.
by a score of 15-8. Coach Barb
those people. According to her, in the business to make people
"Mike is probably our best We really don't know how some
Baker attributed this victory to
the gymnasts are regulars in the get better."
defensive player," said Baker. teams, like Northeastern and
the team's strong serving game.
However, she said th~t the · ·:But he was just so hot agai(!St . ~ 1\1fc_s 2 af~ .. ~l;!t !1J]yth)ng _ca!} _
UVM chat he was great ever- happen."
team's defense was a little weak

V.;.ball streak hits ·IO
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Sports
·Road woes stall
men's lacrosse
New Hampshire then traveled to Princeton only to be
shocked by the Tigers, 14-10.
UNH was ahead 2-0 but then
squandered both the lead and
several scoring opportunities.
. The 'Cats dropped their third
straight game to another Ivy
League opponent the following
week. UNH traveled to Hofstra
University co take on the Big
Red of Cornell. The Wildcats
played Cornell very tough, but
again the added game experien.c e of their opponents
proved to be too much. The 'Cats
kept it close, trailing only 106 halfway through the third
quarter, before Cornell, ranked
#4 in the nation, blew it open
and ended up winning 15-7.
"We have to use our first few
games as a pre-season warm up,
because we can't get outside
before spring break," said Head
Coach Ted Garber. "It's hard
for us to compete with Delaware
and Cornell when they've been
outside for three weeks and we
have to practice inside. It's a
decided advantage for chem."
Thus far, UNH has been led
offensively by two sophomores.

By Ward D. Fraser
Although many people do not
know it, the men's lacrosse
team, which is currently 0-3, is
a much improved team compared to the those of years back.
The 'Cats have 24 returning
lettermen and have added some
outstanding first-year players.
With the return of John
Zwack and Brendon O'Brien,
last years captains who were
unable to play, along with Chris
Fee and sophomore Jeff Mechura, the Wildcats should improve
on last season's dismal 3-12
record.
UNH dropped their first two
games over spring break. The
Wildcats opened their season
against the Mud Hens of Delaware and came up on the short
end of a 16-6 score. They got
to within three goals in the third
quar_ter but could not come any
closer as the home team pulled
away. The game was one of the
first times UNH played outside
and it showed as Deleware's
experience, having already
played outdoors four times,
_p_ayed big dividends.

The men's lacrosse team has begun the season on a down note, losing road battles
Cornell and Princeton. (File photo)
Jeff Mechura , inelligible lase
season, has proved chat he is
ready to play this year by leading
the 'Cats with.IO points (8 goals,
2 assists). Right behind Mechura is fellow sophomore, and last
seasons leading scorer, Mark
Bocnick with 7 points (5 goals,
2 assists). With the return of -

Healers of the athletes
Medicine Department and is
also the head athletic trainer.
Athletes who enter Dana's room
will also see assistant athletic
trainers Glenn Riefenstahl and
Nina Joe along with Dan Sedory,
Program Director for Athletic
Training Education. In addition,
the room is staffed by a multitude of student trainers.
Late in the afternoon, when
many teams have practice, the
training room is crowded with
people, football pla_yers, gym-

By Tyche Hotchkiss
Deep in the maze of the field
house lies a room which isin - ·
dispensable to all varsity teams
at UNH. Although seldom
mentioned in conjuction with
the athletes it serves, the athletic
training room plays an essential
role behind the scenes for many
sports on campus.
This is the domain of Jon
Dana and headquarters for the
athletic training staff. Dana is
_th_~coordinator of the Sport~_

nasts, wrestlers ... all the athletes.
The training room is a place that
unites all of UNH's teams. Dana
and his crew busily fill ice bags,
tape ankles and discuss injuries
with athletes in preparation for
their respective practices.
What exactly do the trainers
do? Their primary purpose is
to evaluate injuries when an
athlete is hurt. Whether in a
game or at practice, the trainers
are there to diagnose and decide

Trainers p.23

all three scarring defensemen
and goalies Stowe Milhous and
captain Craig Benes, the defense
looks to be very strong.
"The key now is to keep our
heads up and continue to play
well," said Garber. "We've
improved every game and still
have nine games remaining. w_e

I
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Deleware,

can beat anyone on our schedule'
and we feel we can."
The 'Cats take on perennial
power UMass Saturday at home.
The game scares at 2 p .m. at
Cowell Stadium. The rivalry is
always a special one as the
Minutemen are coached by Ted
Garber's father, Dick Garber.

Inside:
Men's volleYball wins
Cyclists place second

Twin bills cost
baseball team

By Kevin Connelly
The UNH baseball team
played a pair of doubleheaders
on the road over the weekend.
On Saturday the 'Cats suffered
setbacks in both games to Yale,
and on Sunday UNH to split
games with the University of
Rhode Island.
The 'Cats started early against
Yale, scoring two runs in the
first inning of the season. They
added another run in the second
inning, but it was not enough
as the Bulldogs scored three in
the second and one in the third.
UNH came back and tied the
game in the sixth with a solo
run. But Yale, batting in the last
of the seventh, came up with
a run, to hand the 'Cats their
first loss of the season. Pitcher
Chris Schott got the loss for the
'Cats.
In the nightcap, UNH again
got on the board firsc, but could
!_•
.
not hold off the Bulldogs. A pair
of runs in the fourth and another
.
.
pair in the sixth inning gave
·~..
.
Yale a 4-1 win and a sweep of
the 'Cats. Joe Teixeira took a
tough loss for UNH.
'
With an 0-2 record, the Wildcats headed to URI to take on
Ted Conner's baseball men had themselves a very dismal weekend due to a doubleheader loss · the Rams in a ·doubleheader. In
at Yale and a split at URI. (File photo)
the first game, UNH fell behind
;-;~

to

2-0 after giving up solo runs in
the second and f ifrh innings.
But the 'Cats came up with three
runs in the sixth and then added
two insurance runs in the seventh. UNH went on to win, 52. Rob Carpentter pitched well
and got credit for the victory.
Rhode Island silenced the
'Cats cheers in the nightcap,
scoring four runs in the second
inning, after UNH scored one
in the first. Both teams traded
runs in the fifth, before URI
added one more in the sixth.
URI went on to win 6-2, as Mike
Smith received the loss. The
'Cats record moved to 1-3 with
the loss.
Mike Garzone lead the 'Cats
offensively, hitting two home
runs, a double and gathering five
RBI' s. His seven hits leads the
club. Shortstop Dave Stewart
had six hits in 14 trips to the
plate with three RBI's. Jim
Rigazio and Mike Levin each
went 5 for 13 with a pair of runs,
while Mike Varano collected
three hits in six at bats, and
Tony Martin went 2 for 3.
The 'Cats return to the road
on Wednesday when they head
to Providence for a doubleheader against the Friars.

